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Introduction 

The Linked themes of deception and impersonation have played a key role in the 

titerary tradition of Robin Hood since its medieval inception. Especially in the earliest 

works. it is not just that the legendary English outlaw's reputation as a popular hero relies 

heavily on his talent for fooling his enemies. in such representative bailads as the seminal 

A Gest ofRobpl-&&, "Robin Hood and the Monk," "Robin Hood and the Potter," and 

"Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne." as weii as in the play hgment Bob in~ood  and&e 

Sheriff, both Robin and those who support him use deception and impersonation for more 

than merely avoiding danger or gaining matenal benefits. People who become Robin's 

supporters seem to gain fiom him the ability to be effktive tricksters, fabricîting cunning 

stories and wearing disguises with skiil similar to that of Robin himself. And such trickery 

often fumishes ironic or subversive commentary on the conventions of medieval English 

society. Robin's subversiveness is not aimed at overthrowing or reforming societyfs 

institutions, but ofien caiis into question the validity of the authority exercised at the 

intermediate levels of the social hierarchy. The corruption of soaety is emphasized in 

order to just* Robin's l a ~ b r e ~ g .  In mm, as 1 shall argue. the subversive narrative 

represents a way to fu1611 the revenge fantasies of the popular audience that cm be 

inferred fiom the anti-authontarian content of these few surviving works. 

Choosing a disguise becomes a means for Robin and his supporters to sustain 

personal honor through the power of anonymity, or to cause a dismption, however 

momentary, in the hierarchical structure of their society. On the other hanci, going 

undisguised can represent an assertion of mady pride, or even a bold statement of faith in 

the ultimate tnumph of a divinely ordained hierarchy that transcends the political, 

economic, and S O ~  troubles of England in the Middle Ages. But when unimaginative 

villains try to use deception or impersonation for their own corrupt purposes, their tactics 

inevitably rebound upon th- which indicates that tnckery in these texts is viewed as 
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rightfully the exclusive preserve of freedom-loving, subversive individuals. In aii these 

cases. deception and impersonation are not Uwrted into the text simply to indulge the 

medieval "passion for disguises" (Keen 13 1). nor are they hcluded just for "practical joke" 

humor (Wdes 45) or as "simple stratagerns" (Holt 3 5) to keep the story moving dong. 

Yet if trickery by Robin and his supporters enhances his profile as "the hero as a 

focus for resisting authority" (Krilght 45) in the medieval period, this ability to fool others 

starts to become little more than a conventionai attribute of the outlaw persona in the 

following three hundred years. That trend reflects the increasingly evident difinilty of 

adapting the shadowy protagonist of medieval Iore in a way that makes hm relevant to 

changing contemporary social concems. ï h e  period of 1500 to 1800 thus marks a 

transitional phase in the portraya1 of Robin Hood in literature, as he becomes Iess and less 

subversive. Despite the greater nurnber and variety of creative works about the outlaw, 

deception and impersonation often become rnatters of simple expediency or of mockery of 

reaciiiy available targets like Cathoiicism in these texts. W e  theû medieval predecessors. 

Salient examples among ballads of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries include "Robin 

Hood and Ailen a Dale," "Robin Hood and the Bishop," "Robin Hood's Golden Prize," 

"Robin Hood's Delight." and "Robin Hood and Maid Marian." Among the plays, Georee 

a Green and Anthony Munday's 

adequately illustrate how Robin's trickery becomes ùicreasingly secondary to his 

submission to hierarchical authority throughout this long period. 

After the medieval period, decreased emphasis on Robin's propensity for violence 

and increased stress on his mischievous, playfbl streak point to the desire of the profit- 

oriented publishing industry to make Robin more palatable to a broader audience, 

including the upper strata of society, as general literacy rose and tales of Robin Hood were 

more fkequently cirnilated in the form of broadside ballads and Robin Hood Garlands. 

The emergence of a new urban theatre cuiture and greater centralization of power aiso 

contributed to a more conservative portrayal of Robin on the stage. In any case, the 
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majority of these texts are static echoes of the medieval works; they rarely reshape the 

source material to reflect curent social concems, and oflen reduce the medieval stories to 

bland memiment. As RB. Dobson and J. Taylor put it, the "imaginative poverty.. . which 

overîook the legend of the greenwood during the course of the eighteenth century" ( 1 83) 

aIso characterizes rnany Robin Hood texts fiom the late 1 500s onward. The essential link 

between this period and the nineteenth-century image of the outlaw is the gradua1 

reduction of Robin from a master of subversive disguise and an agent of social criticisrn to 

a fun-loving gentleman in fancy dress by 1800. 

Nineteenth-centuxy novels, poetry, and drama bnng an air of gentrifieci nostalgia to 

the Robin Hood tradition. This shift influences their pomayal of deception and 

impersonation. These works, though often inspired by medieval sources, lack the 

insistence of the originals on dress and grooming as essential markers of the individuai's 

social status. Hence, when Robin and his friends get disguised to fool their opponents in 

such works as Walter Scott's m, Thomas Love Peacock's M&kkh, Howard 

Pylels I k M m y  Adventures of R o m .  or The by Alfred Lord Tennyson, 

they seem to relish the humorous anonymity their costumes provide almost as much as the 

practical benefits of wearing them. Notably, novels and plays-having gained wide 

popularity and no longer viewed as elitist genres in this period-provide most of the 

exarnples of deception and impersonation in the nineteenth century. rather than poems that 

might resemble the original baiiads. This change reflects how far the legend cari be said to 

have diverged from its roots. 

New elements brought into the Robin Hood legend to satisQ nineteenth-century 

social expectations are not conducive to any potentiai subversive effécts. Robin is now 

almost always a dispossessed nobleman; he is more of a defender of the legitimate social 

order than he would be as a humble yeoman--and even if he is a yeoman, he tends to a m d  

up for that social order anyway. Accordingiy, his indulgences in tnckery are fiequently for 

comic or burlesque effect. Ifnot, he tends to assume the aura of the handsome, 
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mysterious manger. Robin's consistent talent for deception and impersonation is only 

related occasionally to one major innovation of this period, n-, the notion rhat an 

ongoing conflict existed between Nomans and Saxons in medieval times; this notion has 

more to do with growing nineteenth-century English nationalism than historicai Fact. His 

noble love for Maid Marian, another motiffirmly established in this penod, is likewise only 

linked to deception and impersonation in ternis of masquerade love-play. It is the 

" romantic interest in the medieval past.. . concemed more with atmosp here than accuracy " 

(Holt 186) which transforrns deception and impersonation into mere ornamentai features 

of conventional Robin Hood scenarios. Overall, the Literary quality of nineteenth-centuq 

treatments of Robin Hood is generally higher than during the previous t h e  hundred 

yean. But the outlaw's character and social impact are no longer defined by deception 

and impersonation as was the case in the medieval period. 

This thesis examines deception and impersonation in the Robin Hood tradition in 

terms of a comparison of medievai and nineteenth-century approaches because that 

framework best facilitates the drawing of a clear distinction between today's popular image 

of the outlaw and what he originally represented. As Stephen Knight observes, "most of 

this [iwentieth] century's widely known [Robin Hood] material depends simply on a 

repopularization of the literary texts from the nineteenth century" (9). But it would be 

difficult to comprehend the two periods in isolation, which is why the sixteenth, 

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries dso merit consideration. These intervening years 

demonstrate how the f o m  if not the real substance, of the ballad tradition was at first 

retained, although Robin was g r a d d y  coopted by the established powers and 

transformed into a wrongfûlly treated gentleman, whose outlawry would not require his 

tnckeq to represent seditious longings, but could simply be part of a kind of merry, play- 

acting persona. Often it is said that the original medieval ballads are "hardly the stuff of 

which great literature is made" (Sad 225), and consequently they are dismissed as 

"apparently lightweight verse-stories" (Knight 45). But at th& best they are taut and 



evocative. fiiied with an intense longing for retnbutive social justice. Their social 

implications transcend their simple appearance. In the beginning, deception and 

impersonation played a far more significant role in the subversive thrust o f  the bdads than 

most critics have acknowledged. 



Chapter One 

Robin as Medieval Subversive: Hoodwiaking a Corrupt Society, 

Upholding the Divinely Ordained Hierarchy 

From the earliest recordeci mention of Robin Hood in Wfiam Langland's Eien 

Plowman (c. 1377) onward. a tone of dissent against the institutions of the medievai 

English establishment pervades literary representations of the outlaw before 1500. In the 

lines in question, the personification of Sloth says, "1 kan noght parfitly my Paternoster as 

the preest it syngethJBut I km rymes of Robyn hood and Randolf Er1 of Chenre" (qtd. in 

Holt 16). Sloth is no hero in the context of a poem that promotes spirihial advancement. 

But the point is that Robin is identifiai here with forces that run counter to conventionally 

accepted social behavior. Deception and impersonation by Robin and his supporters in the 

ballads reflect an unwillingness to embrace the dominant politicai, economic, and legal 

structures of a society portrayed as corrupt and unjust. For purposes of literary analysis in 

relation to social rank, determinhg the actual levels of comption and injustice in medieval 

England is less important than deciding to whose tastes and prejudices the ballads catered. 

As Peter Haworth notes, "Whatever attitude we take to the hiaoncal question [of the 

authenticity of Robin Hood and the situations portrayed in comection with him], it does 

not influence the quality of the ballads as poetry" (36): nor, one rnight add. does it corne to 

grips with the issue of what the audience of the ballads saw as their main grievances 

against society. M e r  dl. social problems that appear major in the ballads may not have 

been that extensive in reality, if those who wrote the ballads were simply selecting targets 

against which they knew their audience would readily react. But then, to deveiop a clear 

picture of how these texts make deception and impersonation a vehicle for subversive 

commentary, an answer to an important question mua be found: who represented the 

audience for the balIads? 



httempting to define the term "yeoman." which is applied repeatedly both to Robin 

and those listening to his exploits, is the key issue. It should be noted in advance that this 

is a controversial question, and there are a number of dEérent viewpoints, none of which 

has emerged as utterly authoritative. These range from Rodney Hilton's argument that 

Robin was the hero of the fourteenth-century peasantry to J.C. Holt's belief that the 

yeomen in question were employed in counly houses. To work toward an answer, it is 

useful to consuit the medieval texts in Dobson and Taylor's anthology &!mes of Robin 

Hood, which is the prirnary source for bailads in this thesis, as well as F.J. Child's 

S c o w  Pop* R&&, which is dso used as a source for baliads. In A Gest of 

h b w ,  Robin is described as a "gode yeman" (W 79). and he counsels his men to 

do no h a m  to any of his kind; in "Robin Hood and the Monk," Much the MiIleh son 

advises Robin to take dong "twelve of thi wyght yemen" ("Monk" 1 15) as protection on a 

trip to nearby Nottingham; and a specific invitation is issued at the start of "Robin Hood 

and the Potter": "Herkens, god yemens ... /On of the best that yever bare bout,/Hes name 

was Roben Hode" ("Potter" 125). As a "yeoman hero for a yeoman audiencet' (Dobson 

and Taylor 34). there is no doubt that this fifieenth-century Robin ranks below the 

aristocracy, unlike later texts that fancifiiliy make him a dispossessed noble of King 

Richard I. While Hilton's view of Robin as being on the same level as the peasants 

involved in the great revolt of 138 1 has lost favor in recent years, Holt has gained support 

from fellow historian Maurice Keen (who reevaluated his own stance on the question in 

the introduction to the 1977 revised edition of his T h e w s  of Me&val w) for 

attempting to establish that Robin emerges from the r a d  of men who serveci as retainers 

in the households of medieval magnates. Although conceding that yeomen could be 

defined either as prosperous free farmers or as f m e r s  who "would not be easy to 

distinguish h m  the general ruck of the rural population from which his farnily rnight 

recently have emerged" (1  19), Holt insists that Robin's usual mode of dress and his 

weaponry, as well as his apparent grasp of household courtesies in matters of money and 
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food place him soiidly in the "context of the feudal household" ( 125). However, this 

conclusion is not without difficulties. 

Far fiom acknowledging the validity of the rules and regdations that govemed 

lordly medieval households, Robin is a greenwood rebel. His use of deception and 

impersonation is an unequivocal depamire gom what would ideaily be the "systematicdy 

organized" (Hoüister 243) structure of society that had prevailed since the Norman 

Conquea. In general, the officiai voices of late medievai society did not encourage social 

mobility. In some cases, marriage served as a means of mobility. And burgeoning trade in 

cloth, sheep wool, or other such cornmodities did permit lower-ranking merchants to gain 

some aatus. But for the most part, the line between the high-bred and the low-bred was 

kept in sharp focus by clericai and political aurhorities. One comrnentator notes that "men 

were thought to be fixed in their position in life by divine ordnance [sic], from King to 

Lords, Lords to Knights and Squires, Squires to the comrnon people ..., and the working 

man was constantly being urged to remain content with 'the station to which it had pleased 

God to cal1 him"' (Hoyle 26). Moreover, the surnptuary laws of 1363 defùied who was 

allowed to Wear particular types of clothing: "Earls and barons were clearly distinguished 

from knights, and knights fiom 'gentlemen,' 'yeoment and 'husbandmen"' (Briggs 94). Such 

distinctions would only nan to break d o m  signincantly in the Tudor period. Yet in the 

medieval penod, when Robin dresses up as a potter, or a knight, or someone else who 

does not beiong to his own rank and station, he blurs exiaing social distinctions and 

throws them into question. And doing so in a text such as the Gest, which "advocates 

massive thefi fiom the church, a ~ i c  insurrection against and murder of a properly 

appointed sheriff. breach of legitimate agreement with a king" (Knight 8 1) and so on, is 

doubly subversive. If, as Holt suggests, Robin emerges from the category of household 

servitors, it seems contradiaory that such men would enjoy listening to tales about an 

outlaw who. despite his stated intention of not molesting good yeomen, might rob and 

murder men like themselves if he for some reason deemed them not to be good--perhaps 



seeing thern as willing agents of oppressive knights. Also, if Robin was viewed "within a 

& m e  of reference made up of riot. resistance to lawfûl officiais, release of lawfully 

arrested wrongdoers" (Holt 152) and so on, toleration or acceptance of nich narratives by 

the lords in their own households would be equally doubtful given the weil-documented 

hi& rate of criminal activity in late medieval England and the threat that it posed to the 

lives and belongings of the gentry. Even the fact that rnany nobles, such as the Folvilles 

and the Coterels, ran their own private gangs could not rnitigate the danger posed by 

someone Like Robin Hood who aood deliberately outside their sphere of infiuence; it was 

one thing for nobles to take the law into their own hands (and they would be more tolerant 

of their fellow nobles who did so), but another for those of loww social rank. Barbara 

Hanawalt contirms that "England in the Middle Ages had the reputation of being the most 

violent country in Europe" (45), and also notes that homicide was "much more common 

and more acceptable in the Middle Ages" (272). Household servitors aspiring to emulate 

their masters would hardly clamor for tales of a man who would directly and violently 

threaten their own interests if they succeeded in acquiring greater social status. (See 

Appendix for fùrther clarification of the position 1 have adopted on the controversial 

yeoman question. ) 

Therefore, it appears more reasonable that the yeomen mentioned in the ballads 

represent an audience which was substantially closer in social rank to the peasantry than to 

the gentry, although enjoying the rights of free men. While being "a cut above the 

ordinary peasant husbandmen" ( K e n  xvii), nich yeomen would not mix socidly with 

nobles. Dobson and Taylor state that "most of the avaiiable evidence suggests that in the 

fifieenth century it was Robin's appeal to a popular rather than aristocratie or gentle 

audience which ensured his survival" (36). The audience's willingness to enjoy Robin's 

subversive aas  of deception and impersmation would be heightened by the hero's being 

"an exponent of the class that was to hear about him" (Bryant 82) and a "projection of 

their own wishfid thinking, doing the things that they would never dare to do" (Bellamy 
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87). Robin. as some sort of former kee landowner who has become a criminal, is afTorded 

the liberty to take revenge upon those who oppress the tillers of the land and other honest 

folk. And in the bdads, one of the main ways he talies revenge is through his use of 

deception and irnpersonation. 

At this point, a brief introduction to the structure and content of the baiiads is in 

order. The term "bdad" itseif is a subject of controversy, as it is not known for certain 

whether the ballads were originally sung to melodies in the way we wouid expect of a 

ballad today or merely recited as oral poetry. Ailusions in the ballads to "speaking," 

"talking" or direct addresses to the audience have been interpreted by some critics to 

indicate that at least the earliest bailads were spoken (Fowler 67). In either case, there is 

little doubt that initially the primary means of transmitting these texts was oral rather than 

written. -4 second controversy stems fiom the question of how to date the early ballads 

with precision; while this thesis does not examine that concem in detail, it should be said 

that nearly al1 critics acknowledge that the five medievai texts that 1 will explore below are 

t d y  pre-1500 (Kmght 45-47). Stnicturdy, the ballads moaly take the form of cornmon 

measure, being quatrains with four stresses and eight syllables in the first and third lines 

and three stresses and six syllables in the second and fourth lines. It is generally assumed 

that they were composed and performed by "itinerant minstrels [ s e ~ n g ]  a comparatively 

wide audience" @obson and Taylor 10). Even though this thesis privileges the notion of a 

medieval Robin Hood audience consisting principally of yeomen, that does not mean the 

rninstrels would have bypassed the rich homes of the gentry. However, they might well 

have chosen to downplay their Robin Hood repertoire when visiting there, as professional 

musicians throughout history have adapted to the tastes and needs of their audience to 

avoid giving offense. Noteworthy in the Robin Hood ballads is the total absence of vulgar 

sexual innuendo, for instance, which did appear in bawdy medievai tavern songs. That 

particular omission may indicate that the ballads were heard by people of ali ages. 
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The narrative content of the ballads generally follows a simple formula involving 

four steps. First, Robin Hood and his men are introduced in a forest setting. Second, 

some of them set out and meet another character, who is challenged and has an exchange 

with them. Third. a crisis develops from this meeting, which requires the outlaws to use 

deception and impersonation to achieve a solution. Fourth, with m g  revenge taken 

upon those who exercise authority unjustly, the outlaws retum to their forea abode. 

While the rnajority of the bailads fit such action into a framework of sixty to ninety 

quatrains. A Gest of Robyn Hode spans 456 stanzas. which makes it the closea thing to 

an epic in the entire medievai iiterature of Robin Hood. Its survival in many editions of 

the sixteenth and seventeenth century provides "obvious proofs of its influence" as a 

seminal text @obson and Taylor 72). 

In the W, each of the eight m e s .  or sections. of the poem (c. 1400- 1460) can 

be viewed as having some bearing on the issues of deception and impersonation. There is 

evidence to suggest the poem is a "compilation of pre-existing ballads." or, more 

creatively. a "reworking on a larger scale of the known materials of the tradition" (Knight 

75). But regardless of which method of composition was used. it does not affect the 

consistency of the Gest's portrayal of deception. As mentioned at the outset. the choice of 

whether to get disguised and fool somebody or to refrain from doing so is always 

significant. And even though Robin himselfdoes not get disguised in the W, he does 

impart his mastery of trickery to his fnends. In this and other rnedieval ballads, Robin 

stands outside the law. He is free, but he is also vulnerable. He cannot expect mercy if he 

is captured by agents of the establishment. So when he decides to confront such people 

directly. it is a reflection either of his own self-confidence in dealing with a particular 

individual or of his belief that he will be saved by a higher power such as the Virgin Mary. 

When he decides to fool others, there is invariably an element of subversive commentary in 

what he does. 
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The first me of the W involves neither deception nor impersonation directly, 

but the undisguised way Robin handles his encounter with the knight of "dreri" appearance 

and "lytell . . .p ride" (W 80) embodies a mord judgment in itself. There is a syrnrnetry to 

these opening passages, reminiscent of a musical cd-and-response pattern. Before 

sending out his men to fetch a member of the gentry to dine Gth them on this day, Robin 

offers three stanzas' wonh of advice on who should not be harmed--including small 

famiers, the aforementioned good yeome4 and any knight or squire "[tlhat wol be a gode 

felawe" (80)--while authorizing abuse of the high clergy and the sheriff of Nottingham. 

He shows general conternpt for the churchmen, moving one to conciude that no fom of 

subterfuge would be off lirnits agsinst them: "These bisshoppes and these 

archebishoppesJYe shaii them bete and binde"' (80). 

But it is different when Little John and the others assigned to watch the road meet 

the knight. At this point, the poem seems to respond to Robin's opening hornily on outlaw 

rnorality by conveniently providing a knightly charaaer who fits the description of a "gode 

felawe." The men recognize an impiicit sympathy in this forlom figure (identifid later in 

the text as Sir Richard of the Lea), who is on the verge of having to forfeit his lands to the 

abbot of St. Mary's Abbey. Little John does not hesitate to approach him, does not resort 

to intimidation tactics, and does not weave an elaborate aory to lure the knight into the 

greenwood. Instead, he addresses the man at once as "gentyu knightl' (80). When the 

knight asks who his master is, Little John's answer is straightforward: "Robyn Hode"' 

(80). The knight's response, though implausible in a redistic setting, makes explicit the 

sympathy between himself and the outlaws: "'He is a gode yoman,' sayde the knyght,POf 

hym 1 have herde moche gode"' (80). In the moral framework of the poem, by now the 

knight has already eaablished his credentiais as a fine fellow who does not intend to 

oppress his social inferiors. When Robin later asks him to prove he has "no more but ten 

shelynges" in his purse (8 1 ), it is a rnere formality. Robin does not even spec@ dire 

consequences for lying, but teils the knight right fiom the start that he d l  help km out if 
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the man really lacks wealth. Robin's final decision to equip the knight and lend him four 

hundred pounds feels like the natural conclusion to the cd-and-response pattern of this 

M e .  Robin has put into action the precepts he outlined to his men in the beginning. With 

an honest man such as Sir Richard of the Lea, openness is the oniy policy. 

Of course, making such a loan goes weU beyond normal openness in social 

relations, particularly as medieval yeomen seldom would have four hundred pounds to 

give away. As noted previously, no attempt to deceive Sir Richard is involved here, so 

what occurs says much about Robin's powerfiil stahis. Robin t m c e n d s  social categories 

by possessing the weaith usually associated with the nobility but also being able to rnake a 

noble defer to him by accepting wealth fiom him. Although Robin makes the loan very 

courteously, no doubt the yeoman audience would have relished the fantasy of seeing a 

social superior indebted to one of their kind. Robin is not bound by conventional 

restrictions. He takes pnde in being a yeoman, and is willing to champion the cause of 

downtrodden feiiow yeomen. But he is not an ordinary yeoman; he is a fmtasy hero. A 

fidl explation of how he gained nich great wealth and instillai such good discipline in 

his band of outlaws (who do not protest when the loan is made) is unnecessary in this 

context . 

Another objection rnight be that Robin's desire to reinstate Sir Richard in bis 

ancestral estates suggests a concern for maintaining the status quo, which would seem 

incongrnous if he defines himself as operating separately fiom the standard social 

hierarchy. However, Knight aptly observes that Sir Richard "is not valued in his own 

ri&, put  rather] through his affiliation with the outlawsf' (77). The knight has the same 

clerical enemies as the outlaws. Also, the outlaws could empathize with him to a certain 

extent about having lost his lands. Admittedly, Sir Richard would own much more 

property than they wouid. But one must keep in mind that they cal1 themselves yeomen, 

and one identifjmg mark of the yeoman was his ownership of land. So when Robin goes 



out of his way to befnend Sir Richard, he views the knight first and foremost as an 

unfortunate feUow victirn of a Society that is corrupt in many areas. 

In the second M e ,  Sir Richard's newly forged alliance with Robin affords him the 

moral liberty, in the context of the poem, to practise deception upon the corrupt abbot 

who would depnve him of his lands. Ideally. the abbot shodd exemplify Christian mercy 

in line with his high office in the Church: "But become kind to one another, tenderly 

compassionate, freely forgiving one another just as God also by Christ freely forgave you" 

(Ephesians 4:32). But he is nothing tike that; instead, the abbot invites his crony, the hi& 

justice, to toast his success when the knight clairns he cannot pay: T o t  one peny', sayd 

the knyght./'By God that maked me'" (w 86). As the abbot proceeds to d i @  the 

seemingly debt-swamped Sir Richard as a "false knyght" (87), it is ironic that he indias 

himself as a symbol of the avarice of religious orders. Yet one shouid be cautious about 

drawing broader histoncal conclusions from this scenario: was it simply that abbots in 

general were comipt and greedy? 

RN.  Swanson's Church Snd-e Lateva l  Eaghd offers a balanced 

assessrnent of the situation. Swanson confïrms that "the visible contrat between Christian 

precept and clerical practice was unavoidable. and affected the relationship between the 

church and its encompassing society" (192); hence the rationale for the creator of the W 

to appeal to the prejudices of yeomen burdened not only by standard tithing but aiso by 

rampant simony. But at the same time, Swanson notes the difficulty of detemining "how 

far lay opposition to clerical wealth was principled. and how far motivated by jealousy and 

greed, a desire to replace one set of landowners by another" ( 193). Such opposition 

would pose in itself a subversive questioning of the rightfiilness of the place the Church 

held in temporal society. By telling the abbot a provocative lie at the start of the 

conversation (to the effect that he cannot pay his debts), Sir Richard takes his cue from 

Robin's subversive tnckery and casts doubt on the justice of the Church's stewardship of 



earthly goods. He is rewarded for doing m. since he walks out of the abbey a happy, 

debt-fiee man. 

The third m e  shifts to a secondary narrative feahiring Little John, whose service 

to Sir Richard on Robin's orders puts him in a position to deceive the Shenff of 

Nottingham with a trkk that represents a subversive comrnentary on economic inequities 

in medieval England. M e r  being transferred to the Sheriff s s e ~ c e  when he wins an 

archery contest, Little John (using the alias of "Reynald Greenleaf," which combines 

overtones of trickery associated with the fox and the wood sprite) compounds mischief by 

not only luring the ShentPs cook off to the outlaws' forest abode but also telling the 

Sheriff he has discovered some unusual deer out there: "Yonder 1 sawe a ryght fair 

harte,/His coloure is of greneJSeven score of dere upon a herde/Be with hym al1 bydenel'' 

(W 92). As soon as these words are ut terd the audience gets a sense of "the joke [that 

will bel played to the fùll" (Keen 106). 

But there is more to the situation than mere joking. In this pari of the W. the 

Sheriff is repeatedly describeci as the "proude shex-yf" (92). Although technically the 

legitimate arm of the law. he is "regarded as the anti-hero" (Sad 225). Some have 

concluded that this must mean "the courts of cornmon law were so cormpt that the 

conventional values of society were inverted" at this t h e  in history (225), but such an 

inversion might equdy be ascnbed to the poet's intent to rnake the Sherifflook bad and 

please yeomen who saw themselves as persecuted. So the SherifT seems to prey on the 

deer just as he does on the populace. While the poor stame, he enjoys rich meat. He is 

used to meeting no resistance from his prey. But in this case, the deer bite back in an 

ironic reversai of roles. Captureci and forced to dine with the outlaws, the Sheriff faces a 

shocking loss of his position in the social hierarchy when Robin announces plans to keep 

him twelve months in the forest and teach him "[aln outlawe for to be" (m 93). When 

the Sherifflies that he will be Robin's "bea fiende" henceforth if he is let go (93), a new 

motif of deception is brought into the poem: it is the notion that deception and 
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irnpersonation are the rightful tools of the oppressed. but viUains who try to employ such 

tools comptly and unimaginatively will see thek devices rebound upon themselves. And 

indeed, the Sherifï attempts treachery against Robin not much later, as will be seen. 

In the fourth m e .  Robin shows how he deais with those who claim to represent 

heaven's will but do not live up to the lofty standards they promote. When Robin's men 

intercept a group of monks ffom St. Mary's Abbey, Little John teils them his master is 

Robin Hood just as openiy as he informed Sir Richard. However, the foremost monk's 

response is a precursor of how t h g s  will unfold; instead of praising Robin., the monk 

offers condernnation: "'He is a stronge thefe,' said the monke,/Of hym herd 1 never good"' 

(95). Such words actually characterize the general clencal attitude toward tales of Robin 

Hood in the late fourteenth and early fifieenth century. as the wrïter of Dives- 

reveais by classrfjing "a Song of Robin Hood" alongside "some ribaldry" (qtd. in Coulton 

188). Here, the monk's staternent elhinates any chance for the kind of rapport Sir 

Richard and Robin achieved. So when Robin questions the monk about how much money 

the group has, the outlaw chief goes on to point out the consequences of there being more 

than the mere "twenty marke" (96) the monk claims to have. Robin made no threats about 

taking all of Sir Richard's money, because he sensed the knight's honesty. But in this case, 

the monk foolishiy iies. He is supposed to be honest and pious, but being dishonea 

instead results in his forfeiting eight hundred-plus marks. 

Yet dthough Robin and his men show no compunction about taking the money, 

the pious way they do it represents a "courtmus interpretation of the monk's duplicity" 

(Fowler 79). Little John announces to  Robin: "'Syr,. . .the monk is trewe ynowe,/Our Lady 

hath doubled your cast [the original loan of four hundred pounds to  the knight]"' (W 

97). Robin's hearty concurrence with this statement reveals the lunits to his 

subversiveness. In subverting social conventions, Robin does not try to ovemim society's 

institutions, but neither does he make a concerted effort to reform them; rather, he causes 

disruptions in society's accepted patterns of condua which pose questions about their 



validity. His approach to life embodies "aspects of dissent to established power," but at 

the highest level it " c m  also be cornplkit with ... institutions of authority" (Ktight 15). In 

this case, he emerges as a rernarkably ardent devotee of the Virgin Mary. In fact, earlier 

on he even accepts Mary as Sir Richard's surety when he will not accept "God that dyed 

on tree" (w 83). Therefore, while Robin's religious beliefs rnay not be entirely 

onhodo& he puts faith in an invisible spiritual hierarchy. which amplifies the "more 

devout" (Hodgart 130) aspect of the poem. He is no blaspherner. He believes that 

ultimately things will turn out well Zone submits to the divine will. As one rnight guess, 

the only human figure wonhy of similar devotion in Robin's eyes is the rightful king of 

England. 

Not surprisingly, the compt  Sheriff of Nottingham receives no respect in the fifih 

me. Like the monks, he sufEers for trying to practise deception unimaginatively. but also 

for breaking his oath to Robin not to rnolea the outlaws. Although the narrative portion 

of the text does not establish that the Sheriff deliberately set out to trap the outlaws by 

sponsoring a prestigious archery contest in Nottingham, Robin's own words on being 

discovered at the contest tend to support that conclusion: "Wo worth the, treason!' sayd 

Robin" (GIS 100). It is a shabby tnck for the Shenff to have lured Robin to Nottingham 

with the prize of a golden arrow, and the outlaw wili not let such evil go unpunished. 

Though Holt fails to acknowledge the socially subversive dimension of Robin, he puts 

Robin's philosophy neatly: "He makes his world conform to the principles which are 

supposed to underlie it" (10). One of those principles is that both deception and 

impersonation should not be employed merely as a crude "bait and switch" taaic to get 

what one wants. Instead, the way one uses these tools should manifest an ironic or 

humorous sensibility that comments on some aspect of society. In most cases, there 

should also be a certain sense of panache or underlying humor in trickery performed for 

good purposes. Failing to adhere to this part of the Robin Hood code dooms the Sheriff, 

for "no tickery or injustice is too despicable for him to stomach" (Keen 149; italics mine). 



In the skth fjtte, the Shenff worsens the manner of his doom by insisting on 

attacking Sir Richard for harboring escaped outlaws. The knight has already proved 

hirnseifa loyal friend of Robin by retuming to pay his debt and, when that proves 

unnecessary, giving the outlaws bows and arrows. By now, an opposition of good 

deceivers (Robin and supporters like the knight) versus bad deceivers (the Sheriff, monks. 

and similar types) is cleady delineated. Pursuing the S heriffto set Sir Richard fke, Robin 

has blood on his mind: there is no need for deception as he goes out to Gght. Yet he 

sanctifies his murderous intentions by swearing vengeance oaths to God five times before 

he cornes to Nottingham (w 103- 104). Given the terse style of the quatrains. such 

repetition indicates the poet's eagemess to have his audience recognke that God is on 

Robin's side. The moral structure of the adroitly justifies the brutal way that Robin 

takes revenge upon the Sheriff by shooting and decapitating him. M a t  is of principal 

relevance to the issue of deception and impersonation, though, is Robin's simple 

explanation of why he committed the murder: "There myght no man to the t r u s t f i e  

whyles thou were a lyve" (104). Some might object that the same accusation of 

untmstworthiness could be levied against the tricky outlaw leader. But the major 

difference is that the Sheriff has malevolently attempted to destroy Robin by taking 

advantage of the outlaw's great love for archery, whereas Robin's tricks often permit 

others to show their true colors and reap reward or punishment based on their response. 

ïhe Sheriff s deception is thoroughly ill-intentioned, and hence his fate is deserveci. 

The seventh fjtte discusses the King's persona1 investigation of the doings of 

Robin and the outlaws, and it reinforces the concept of a valid use ofdeception and 

impersonation. Admittedly, the King does not corne to Nottingham with kindly intentions 

toward Robin; his royal confiscation of fiiendly Sir Richard's lands discounts that 

possibility. But the King's interest in Robin himselfis rooted more in curiosity than in 

vengefulness, which is a step in the right direaion. He talks about wanting to lay "eyen" 

on the farnous criminal (los), not about kiiling him. Also, after spending six months in 



Nottingham he follows the guidance of a local forester who always refers to "good 

Robyn" (106). That the King does not respond by calling Robin evil points to a fùrther 

mellowing of his attitude. So when the King M y  disguises himself as an abbot and goes 

into the forea. he is well-positioned to join Sir Richard as an honorary good deceiver as 

he encounters the "great brotherhood of good yeomen" ( k e n  148). The King brings 

relief from on hi& to such men, who have suffered in the "endless feud against the corrupt 

representatives of the law" ( 1 55). Though Robin does not recognke the h g  at once, he 

seems to sense goodwill as he greets this most unusual abbot. No intent to "bete and 

bynde" ((3x1 80) the newcomer is rnentioned. The King's tmff i l  disclosure that he has 

"forty pounde" is an important opening move toward the final revelation of his identity 

( 106). And clairring to love the King e m s  him Robin's respect at once; Wtewise, his 

making "good chere" at the feast and his participation in giving buffets represent the 

King's &ection for the outlaws (107). 

Most significantly, the King's actions subvert the conventional role of the abbot 

whom he is portraying, as weli as that of his own kingiy office. The author's decision to 

have the disguised King enjoy association with the outlaws in their social setting has a 

strong relation to the concept of the "different estates of men" in medievai tirnes (Keen 

154). This is more than what Dobson and Taylor dub "a lively variation on the familiar 

medievai theme.. . of the disguised monarch arnong his subjects" (78), for these are no 

ordinary subjects but outlaws. For onlookers in everyday life, the differences between the 

social ranks to which people belonged were indicated, not by the invisible boundaries of 

blood and property holdings, but by clothing. When someone saw a man in the garb of a 

noble (or a priest or a peasant). it could be assumeci that the man had an "obligation to 

discharge his proper duties.. . [and] prïviieges which [his] funaion gave [hirn" (1 5 5). To 

the medieval mind, the structure of society as ordained by God rested on such distinctions. 

But here, the King is not behaving like a proper abbot: he says nothing 

whatsoever of spiritual matters to Robin. He is not even behaving Like the stereotypical 
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corrupt abbot: he teils the truth, shows no  greed. and does not oppose the outlaws in any 

way. Certainly he is not behaving as one would formaily expect the King to do, being a 

"living [institution]" (Myers 345) whose duty to defend the realrn was matched only by his 

duty to defend the fath. So again the author appeds to the biases of his yeoman audience 

by toying with the categories into which medieval soaety placed people. Although such 

manipulations would be disturbing if kept up for too long, a brief blurring of the social 

distinctions does offer hope, however iIiusory, to yeomen that the King is really on the 

side of the towlier ones whose grievances are exacerbated by the intermediate authorities. 

Yet the blumkg is subversive, for in theory such a thing should never happen. Relativism 

and medieval socid structure are an uneasy fit. 

The ultimate subversive deception takes place in the eighth M e ,  where the now- 

undisguised King takes the extraordinary step of donning the "grene cloth" (Cst  109) of 

the outiaws and having his knights do likewise before they aii ride into Nottingham 

together. Not surprisingly, their approach terrifies citizens who believe they are about to 

be attacked by bandits. Severai explanations for this scenario are possible. The text does 

not state whether the Kuig and his knights are wearing their usual ouffits undemeath their 

clerical disguises when they fira enter the forea. as is usually the case in later adaptations; 

if not, perhaps they just need a change of clothes and thus have accepted Robin's gift. 

Keen surmises that here the King is consciously honoring Robin: "To Wear another man's 

badge or his livery was the highest compliment a lord or d e r  could pay to him" (137). 

That reading is supponed to some extent by Robin's response. "Another day ye wyll me 

clothe ... ayenst the Yole" (109). which suggests that the King will give him livery at 

Chnamas f i e r  accepting him into royal s e ~ c e .  But from the conventional point of view, 

it seems most unlikely that the King would Wear outlaw clothing and ter@ his 

Nottingham subjects under any circumstances, especidy right d e r  pardoning Robin and 

his men for crimes with which their clothing would be visibly associated. And the daims 
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of D.C. Fowler and Francis Child that the King just dresses up "[flor sport" (Fowler 74) 

or "for a jest" (Child 50) are not substantiated anywhere in the text. 

This episode marks another instance of narratorial manipulation to satisfjt the 

yeoman audience. Having the King ride aiongside Robin impersonating an outlaw is the 

perfect sanction to al1 the outlaws' previous illegal and violent exploits. Though retaining 

fealty to the monarch as the highest value in the temporal world of medieval England this 

episode effectiveiy says it is ali right to deceive and attack the subordinate municipal and 

clerical authorities, because the King wiil pardon you in the end ifyou shoot weli and say 

you wili obey him. It momentarily throws into doubt the integrity of the social order by 

having the King associate so freely with outlaws. Additionally, questions of economic 

relationships are raised by the fact that the king buys cloth from Robin, rather than 

demanding it as his royal due: who is the master and who is the servant here? The royal 

entrance into Nottingham is among the most intriguing episodes in the entire Robin Hood 

canon as far as deception and impersonation are concemed. 

Robin's final trick in the reflects his inability to be fettered by the temporal 

social syaem, regardless of his love for the King. Tired of expensive court living, he tells 

the King that he wishes to visit the chapel he erected in the forest to Mary Magdalene, 

"that good outlaw of the New Testament" (KNght 80). Once again, the outlaw's desire to 

show he has heaven on his side is evident. The King wams him not to be gone more than 

a week. But when Robin returns to Barnsdale, he ends up reassembling his band of 

outlaws and remaining there for the last twenty-two years of his lire. 

Here, the laconic flavor of the narrative makes it problematic to determine whether 

Robin redy meant to fool the King fkom the start. He ba r s  no personal gmdge against 

the King, even though he dreads royal wrath afler escaping. Yet there is no mention of 

Robin's aaually visiting the chapel of Mary Magdalene. which suggests trickery . Some 

might conclude that the "mery momynge" atmosphere and the presence of "byrdes mery 

syngynge" (w I l  1) infiuence Robin so that he " c m o t  bring himself to go back to 
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court" (Dobson and Taylor 78). But such an interpretation seems to project the nature- 

revering et hic of nineteenth-centus, Romantickm on to the text . Certainly Robin's arrivai 

in the forea signals "his re-entry into a tùUy natural order" (Knight 80), but just because 

he takes pleasure in the sights and sounds of his old home does not mean that the 

immediate viscerai experience has seduced him into breaking his promise to the King. 

Rather, his earlier statement at court, "Yf I dwele lenger with the kynge,/Sorowe wytl me 

sloo" (Ciq 1 i 1). points to a premeditated plot to get away to where he can be happy. 

More importantiy, he wants to reclaim his independence. His escape is a vindication of 

yeoman liberty, the prized quality that set a fiee landholder apart nom peasants who may 

have resembled him in other ways. In fact, the escape adds credence to the notion that 

Robin Hood represents the interests of independent free landholdm rather those of 

retainers in the households of the nobility, as Holt asserts. Liberty is upheld even at the 

c o a  of offending the beloved King, which makes Robin's final tnck subversive. AU that 

can take away his fieedom is treachery by cormpt lower authorities, as shown by his death 

at the hands of the Prioress of KirHees. That is the last ironic reversal for Robin in the 

w, who has proven himself an umivalled practitioner of al1 types of deception and 

impersonation by the end. 

The eariiest s u ~ w i g  Robin Hood ballad is "Robin Hood and the Mo*" which 

was dubbed "very perfection in its kind" by Francis Child even though part of the text is 

missing (95). Deception and impersonation are involved in its depiction of Robin's 

acrimonious relationship with the earthly representatives of religion, as it contrasts clerical 

misbehavior with the eternal benevolence of heaven. Robin's faith in heaven is what 

rnotivates him to eschew disguise when he decides to attend church by himself in 

Nottingham one May morning. KMght feels that Robin puts himseif in danger by "having 

broken by his rashness the bond of  security with John and his men" (53). for he reNses to 

take a group dong and parts company with his second-in-cornrnand after a quarrel. But 

Robin shows no fear. He is. &er A, a devotee of Mary, and his destination is Saint 
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Mary's church; he has no doubt that she and God will "bryng hym out Save agayn" 

("Monk" 1 16). Robin enters Nottingham under the auspices of a phrase which idomis 

much of the bailad's approach to deception and impersonation: " Sertenly withouten layn" 

( 1  16). To understand this phrase properly, a reasonable definition of the term "layn" in 

this phrase must be obtained. 

Fowier argues t hat fifteent h-century minstreIsy often introduced a "structural 

weakness" (10) into its ballads, a weak second h e  in a quatrain, inciuded only to 

complete a rhyme scheme. He specificdly classifies "Sertenly withouten layn" among such 

fillers: "It does not advance the story, it adds nothing to the emotional impact. and in fact 

it says nothing except '111 tell you no Liet1' (1 1). Albert B. Friedman essentially shares that 

opinion (326). Yet both Fowler and Friedman fail to give adequate consideration to the 

context in which the phrase is used. Dobson and Taylor provide a more convincing 

definition, stating in a footnote that "layn" means "disguise" ( 12 1 ). And while Webster's 
- .  . . and the M o r d  F- define "layn" 

(speiled "layne" in the former and "lain" in the latter") as possibly meaning such things as 

"to conceal. to deny, to hide, or to be dent  about," they also both include the noun 
. . 

"disguise" as an alternative definition. The Middle refers specificaiiy to 

this baiiad among other examples corn medieval texts that use the term "lein," and it offers 

"concealment" as a possible definition. A h ,  "Sertenly withouten layn" is in no way 

grammaticaüy attributed to the voice narrating the tale (which clashes with Fowler's 

argument); instead, the phrase describes Robin's appearance: "Whan Robyn came to 

NotynghamlSerteniy without layn" ( 1 16). Hence, reading "layn" as literally meaning 

"disguise" works better for both occurrences of the word in "Robin Hood and the Monk." 

Immediately after stanra 17 mentions that Robin is "withouten layn" ("Monk" 

1 16). stanza 18 describes how everybody in the church recognizes him when he is inside: 

" M e  that ever were the church within/Beheld wel Robyn Hode" (1 16). Additionaüy, 

stanza 19 notes how the treacherous monk recognizes him at once: "Ffiif sone he knew 
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gode Robyn,/As sone as he hym se" ( 1 16). These two instances of recognition clearly 

indicate that Robin's being undisguised is a key issue here. Since the start of the ballad he 

has made a point of lowering his physicd defenses as far as possible. He believes he does 

not need to employ trickery since heavenly guidance wiii ultimately Save him. even if there 

are some obstacles to overcome in the meantirne. 

Robin's attitude appears in aark contrast to that of the monk, who rushes out of 

the church to &ch the SherifF and seek the outlaw's arrest. Even though everybody else 

in the church has apparently seen Robin, the monk is the only one who feels the need to 

cut shon his devotions. Kis motivations for treacherously betraying Robin are not based 

on Christian doctrine either. When he is urging the S h e S  to catch Robin. he does not 

emphasize that Robin has Molated Bibiical morality by stealing, nor does he selflessly point 

out the danger that the outlaw might pose to others by being inside the waiis of 

Nottingham. Instead, the monk's motivations are both materialistic and vengeful: "He 

robbyt me onys of a hundred pound/Hit shaiie never out of my mynde" ("Monk" 1 17). He 

is quite willing to see the sanctity of the church disnipted by the SherifPs men just so he 

c m  revenge himself on Robin, because he has been brooding about the money he 109. 

Since monks were supposed to take vows of poveriy, he should not even have been in a 

position to lose a hundred pounds. 

A subversive attitude enters "Robin Hood and the Monk" after Robin is captured 

by the Sheriff This attitude is encapsulateci in the way the outlaws receive the news of 

their master's fate (which is not describeci directly in the text. as this is where the rnissing 

portion occurs). On the one hand, Little John and the others show the same commendable 

faith in Mary as Robin does. John says he believes that Mary wiü not let Robin die: "He 

has sewyd Our Lady rnany a day,/And yet wil. securly" (1 1 8). From the Church's 

standpoint, $ith in Mary thus expressed would not be wrong. On the other hand, the 

outlaws not ody have faith in the spiritual realm, but also take physical action against one 

of the Church's earthly representatives, the monk, which poses a direct challenge to 
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clencal authority. A of Modem by RR Palmer and Joel Colton cites 

Thomas Aquinas's "emphasis on the superior reality of abstractions that enabled men in the 

Middle Ages to beiieve steadfasty in the church whiie fkely attacking individuai 

churchmen" (42). One has only to examine GeofEey Chaucer's Tales to see 

how churchmen such as the Monk and Friar were fiequently satirized in medieval 

literature. However, Literary or verbal attacks are not the same as physicd attacks. There 

were legal penalties for attacking members of the ciergy physically, for that was viewed as 

sacrilege: "In England.. . the church continued to preserve throughout the Middle Ages a 

junsdiction to punish this fom of sacrilegen (Rodes 55). The junsdiction was inscribed in 

the canons of the Second Lateran Council of 1139. 'Ihe secular authorities aiso protected 

the clergy . Conventionally, respecîing the persons of the representatives of the Church 

would be seen as necessary to maintain the structure of the "great religious communiîy" in 

society (3 7). which kept the people focused on the salvation of their sods and the e t e d  

rewards of heaven. 

Here, what is tmly subversive is that John and Much the Miller's son go out to 

intercept the mo& deceive hm, and seize his letters to the King as an affimation of their 

religious faith. They take it upon themselves to act as the toois Mary uses to rescue her 

faitfi l  adherent, Robin Hood. Indeed, Mary's assistance counteracts (and is not impeded 

by) Robin's irresponsibility in quarreling with John. Unless one dismisses the bailad's 

insistence on Mary's saving power as mere rhetonc-and the text offers no justification for 

doing so--one is compelled to the conclusion that "Robin Hood and the Monk" depicts 

heaven as using outlaws to attack one of its own shepherds. However misguided the 

monk might be, killing him goes well beyond the boundaries of conventional social satire. 

On catching up with the mo& Little John and Much secure his confidence by 

pretending to be victims themselves of Robin's thievery . Yet. since they are acting as 

Mary's agents, the bailad justifies such irnpersonation. They have right on their side. 

T heir subsequent brutal slaying of the monk (as weU as his young cornpanion, a page) and 
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theft of bis letters is also justifiable in the same way as Robin's kiüiing the Sheriff in the 

&st. The monk's unimaginative, c o m p t  attempt to entrap Robin by treacherous means 

has bacfieci on hirn. In this subversive scenario, his negative trickery ments punishment. 

As Holt puts it. the rest of the ballad consists of similar "crude mord comment" 

(29). An audience-pleasing fantasy is constnicted in which the outlaw yeomen are 

inwlnerable. Generous rewards await Little John and Much as they pursue their course of 

deception and impersonation. It is reminiscent of the medieval fabliau, in which rule- 

breakers are rewarded for tuming social values upside-dom while conventionally 

respectable figures are made ridiculous. For kneeling before the King with letters in hand 

and coolly telling hirn the original messenger "dyed d e r  the way" ("Monk" 120). the two 

outlaws are rewarded with twenty pounds, the status of yeomen of the crown, and the 

right to visit the Sheriff in order to bring Robin out of prison and back to coun. For 

fabricating a new deception for the Sheriff s benefit-in this case they say the monk has not 

corne because the King has made hirn "abot of Westmynster" (120)-the two outlaws 

enjoy a fine meal at the SherifPs expense, and then have easy access to the prison to 

release Robin. Along the way. they casually murder the jailer after teliing hirn Robin has 

gotten out of his cell, but suffer no punishment for this bloody deed. And when the King 

finaiiy hears of Robin's escape, he elects not to pursue the matter further, but instead tells 

the Sheriffhow cornrnendable Little John's loyalty to the outlaw chief is. 

The conclusion of  the tale lays special emphasis on the power of deception and 

impersonation, as the King directiy acknowledges outlaw cunning: "'Speke no more of 

this mater,' seid oure kyng,/'But John has begyled us alle'" ("Monk" 122). In particular. 

the way Robin's men pose as "[members] of the legal apparatus" (Knight 64) in this ballad 

is subversive. Knight observes t hat this motif of impersonat ion has "an underlying socio- 

political force, a sense of carnivalization and reversai of authority [which is] . . . distinctly 

radical in its potential' (64). The baliad keeps the issues of deception and impersonation 

to the forefiont. The success of ail the outlaws' aickery validates Robin's unflinching faith 
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in the Vigim while at the same time it authorizes his men to disobey the authonty of the 

Church, the law, and even--though no t disrespectfûiiy-the monarchy . 

Usudy deemed the second oldest Robin Hood bdad  in existence, "Robin Hood 

and the Potter1' employs deception and impersonation to comment subversively on 

econornic issues. as well as on the standard target of Sheriff-inspireci oppression. WhiIe 

deception and impersonation do appear in the works previously discussed, Dobson and 

Taylor point out that this ballad "provides the first clear expression of the motif of the 

greenwood hero in disguise" (125). This is the fira case where Robin persondy dons a 

costume in order to deceive. His use of disguise does much to make "Robin Hood and the 

Potter" a "well-focused account of resistance to contemporary authonties" (KNght 54). 

Robin's decision to go disguised to Nottingham is taken on the spur of the 

moment, but it is not a purposeless whirn. He gets his chance when he sees a "prod 

potter" approaching who has previously refused to pay any toll to the outlaws when 

coming this way ("Potter" 1 26) . Wagering Little John that he cm defeat the tough potter 

in hand-to-hand combat, Robin tries his luck and is defeated himself The poner goes on 

to reproach Robin for discourteously hpeding a fellow "pore yeman" from travelling in 

peace and quiet ( 127). Robin acknowledges the justice of that criticisrn and promises not 

to haras the potter again, as his own reputation as a champion of "god yeme[n]ryU is at 

stake (127). Robin's apology also implies that his ensuing actions will advocate in some 

way the values that he and the potter should ideally share as fiee men. Indeed, nght away 

he proposes that they should trade ouffits as a token of "ffelischepe" ( 127). Invoking the 

"helpe of Howr Ladey" as usual(127). Robin is off to Nottingham with a potter's garb and 

wares, and a statement to make about the urban economy. 

That statement emerges concretely in Robin's reckless approach to selling the 

p o n d s  pots. Yeliing "Pottys, gret chepe!" (1 28), he makes a great splash among the 

housewives at the market, since he does not care about anything except getting rid of the 

pots as fast as possible. That is why he prices them down from five pence to three pence. 
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It is true that he gains admission to the Shenff s house by giving his last five pots to the 

Sheriffs d e  for free. But there is no hint that he came to Nottingham with the idea of 

entering the SherifPs house, nor could he have known that the wife would have been at the 

market that day. It is a convenient bonus to be able to infiltrate his enemy's home, but 

being dressed as a potter wouid not normally result in such luck. Therefore, it is not 

justifiable to conclude that Robin's crazy pot-selling has any purpose beyond what can be 

deduced f?om his decision to undertake the activity in the fkst place. 

The outlaw chef subverts the basic tenets of commercial activity with his total 

disregard for making profits or outdoing any rival potters who rnight be at the market. 

Starilas 34 and 35 emphasize his divergence from the nomi. as they inciude comments 

from oniookers such as "he had be no potter long" and "Ynder potter schall never the 

[thrive]" (128). Those comments have nothing to do with the quality of the pots he has 

supposediy created as a potter; rather, they indicate that people think he does not see that 

the purpose of being at market is to make money. But Robin's values include fieedorn, 

humor, generosity, imagination, and daring. When he needs money, he steak it quickly 

and easily from wayfarers through the forest. He does not subrnit to the drudgery of 

bargaining with cuaomers, keeping inventory, and so forth. And he is the hero. He 

represents, as Knight puts it, "a sense that there is a natural social and economic order, 

and set against it is a new oppressive formation where people are not grouped collectively, 

where they count coins rather than show largesse" (56). By impersonating a potter and 

selling pots recklessly, Robin suggests to onlookers that they c m  aim for something 

better, something more fulfilling than the shackles of urban commerce. But if everyone 

did so, it would lead to the coiiapse of the economic i.nfkastnicture, which was such a vital 

key to "a flourishing urban life [throughout] western Europe" (Rowling 49). Robin's 

subversion is l i t e d  only by the fact that he leaves it entireiy up to the people whether 

they choose to respond to his display of liberty or not. 



M e r  mocking the economic restrictions of the tom,  Robin tums his attention to 

the nch oppressive SherE. His intent is to show that the SherifPs concept of how to use 

money, a m ,  and jurisdictional power is deficient, compt, and not to be respecteci. 

Invited by the SherifPs wife to dine at their home. the disguiseci Robin manages to get a 

second invitation to participate in a great archery contest after the meal. When the Sheriff 

offers him what is purportedly the best bow available, Robin ridicules it as "ryght weke 

gere" ("Potter" 129). The Sheriff, despite his powerful position, cannot even fumish 

himself with decent weaponry, which reflects poorly on his judgment as a leader in society. 

Then, when the counterfeit potter has won the contest and mentioned that he knows 

Robin Hood, the Sheriffcommits the gaffe that will lead to his humiliation by teliing 

Robin: "Y had lever nar a hundred ponde ... That the ffds owtelawe stod be me"' (1 30). 

One might elect, as Holt does, to rninimize the irnport of the situation, dubbing 

Robin's disguise "a joke" or a "dramatic device" to keep the plot moving (35). There is no 

doubt that the yeoman audience would have found the scene funny. But Holt's 

interpretation treats Robin and the Sheriff as two fictional characters in isolation, without 

giving adequate consideration to the forces they represent. As a legally constituted 

authority, the Sheriffshould uphold royal justice as his first priority. Instead, his reference 

to a "hundred ponde" places his desire to capture Robin in the context of his own greed 

for material wealth. Even though his conversation with the counterfeit potter appears to 

indicate that Robin's shooting prowess is widely known, the Sheriffhas no idea that he 

rnight be talking to Robin himseff-or even that this potter might be an ally of the outlaws 

if he knows Robin so well. Robin has chosen an excellent disguise, for it is hard to guess 

that a potter would tum out to be a great archer. But the Sheriffis stupid. That reflects 

badly on the office he holds. 

By contrast, Robin manifests his quick intelligence by deceiving the Sheriffand 

creating wordplays that indicate his acquaintanceship wit h Robin Hood without actualfy 

saying, "1 am Robin Hood" : "And to morow, or we het bred, Roben Hode well we se" 
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("Pottertt 130). Not only does he make Eee of the Sherifi's food and weaponry. but he 

also charms the Sheriffs wife by adding a gold ring to the pots he gave her earlier: 

"'Gramarsey,' seyde the weyfFe" (130). Knight even speculates that Robin's generoàty 

toward the woman "suggests a certain sexual symbolisrn lurking around the outlaw figure" 

(56), although no tangible evidence of a Liaison or even attraction between the two cm be 

verified fiom the text. Whatever the truth, Robin's blend of deception and impersonation 

marks him as having mastery over the SherifFin every sphere. In turn, Robin's mastery 

irnpiies nibversively that living beyond the law is more tùffilling and more profitable than 

enforcing the didates of a mercenq-minded society that does not know how to use its 

assets to best advantage. 

The denouement of Robin's potter impersonation is quite similar to the end of the 

third W e  of the m. But this time it is Robin instead of Little John who l a d s  the 

Sheriffinto the forest and blows a hom to summon his men. Also, the nature of the joke 

on the Sheriff is altered. In the former case, the SherifT thinks he is going to see unusuai 

deer and ends up surrounded by outlaws instead. The reversai of fortune provides the 

humor as well as the threat to the Sheriff s social standing. In this case, the humor stems 

from the S heriff s getting exactly what he asked for. He finds to his surprise t hat Robin 

has been stringing him dong. It is worth noting the terms that Robin uses to describe his 

catch when Little John asks how the pot-seliing went: "Y h a e  browt the screffe of 

NotynggamiFfor al1 howre chaffare" ( 13 1 ). As Dobson and Taylor state, "howre 

chaffare" means "as merchandise for us al" ( 1 3 1, footnote). Thus, Robin resorts to the 

language of commerce to sum up what he has gained by ensnaring the Sheriff It is an 

appropriate choice, because the narrative reveals that the Sheriffis thinking about his 

plight in the same hancial terms that he previously used to describe his desire to sight 

Robin: "The screffe had lever nar a hundred ponde/He had [never sene Roben Hode]" 

( 1 3 1 ). The Sheriff is greedy and preoccupied with money, but he has to surrender his 

goods to Robin, who shows no financial aspirations in the bdad. 
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These contrasting examples throw kto  question the validity of the commercial 

basis of medieval society. While people conducting business in the t o m  are forever 

gmbbing after money, forest-dwelhg Robin enjoys greater personal and financial liberty. 

He is in a position in the end to send the Shenff home with a "wheyt palfEeyn for his d e .  

and to give the potter "ten ponde" to overcompensate for the loss of the cheaply sold pots 

(1 32). Robin's use of deception and impersonation in "Robin Hood and the Potter" 

projects the message that conventional respect for the rules of the marketplace and the 

rules of the judicial authority is supeduous. Enjoying the fieedom to move across social 

categories takes precedence. 

"Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne" provides funher afnrmation of Robin's 

fieedom to toy with social boundaries, albeit this tirne in more violent fashion. Though it 

is not possible to date this abrupt, harsh ballad with complete certainty, its language and 

structure and other " archaic features" give it the appearance of being contemporaneous 

with the early "Robin Hood and the Monk" (Dobson and Taylor 140). Like the other 

ballads discussed so far, deception and imper~nation constitute central elements in its 

narrative. Here. the compt establishment headed locally by the Sheriff becomes guilty of 

transgressing the code of "god yemenry" by falswng yeoman standards in an attempt to 

hunt Robin down. In a clash of good deceivers and bad deceivers, Robin's independent 

spirit and tricky resourcefùlness m u a  lead him to take rightfùl vengeance on those who try 

to kiii him in an unimaginative rnanner. 

The sight of a non-outlaw in a weird costume ignites the plot of "Robin Hood and 

Guy of Gisborne." As Little John and Robin walk through the forest discussing the latter's 

strange drearn of being captured and beaten by two yeomen. they spot someone described 

as a "wight yeoman" fuily armed and wearing a "capull hyde," or horse-hide ("Gisborne" 

14 1 ). This bizarre spectacle prompts an animated discussion between Robin and John. 

John's first remark seems to reflect his discodort at seeing someone else in disguise here 

in their forest: "1 will goe to yond wight yeomanJTo know his meaning trulye" (141). 
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Disguises have meaning. and in John's view the stranger is making a statement with his 

outlandish garb. It is a challenge to the outlaws' view of themselves as the real masters of 

deception and impersonation, and that means no good. 

But the text only really cornes to grips with the issue of impersonation about 

Ween stanzas later. Before that, Robin and Iohn quarrel about who should approach the 

stranger. and they end up parting company. Little Iohn goes off to Barnsdale Forest and 

is captured by a troop of the SheritPs men hunting for outlaws. This sequence seems like 

crude action-orienteci Mer, though., in cornparison to the mythic overtones of the 

confkontation between Robin and the eerie figure in horse-hide starting in stanza 23. 

Robin's impersonation in this passage is of an indirect variety. At no t h e  does he 

deny he is Robin Hood, nor is he dressed up as someone else. Rather, he avoids adrnitting 

his identity when he has the opportunity to do so. For a good while, he thus gives Guy of 

Gisbome the impression that he is not Robin Hood. In fact, Robin treats the guarding of 

his identity like a matter of personal honor, sensing that his anonymity gives him a certain 

power over the intruder. Guy does the sarne, but he has an evil and underhanded purpose. 

Their initial exchange of greetings appears quite pedestrian, as both men Say: "'Good 

morrow, good fellow"' (143). But it is noteworthy that neither of them volunteers his 

name. Doing so would seem customary, especiaily as Guy is foreign to these parts. From 

the start, the two men engage in a psychofogical power struggie, which their repetitious. 

platitudinous exchanges of "good fellow" cannot entirely disguise. 

Guy's combination of weaponry and horse-hide makes hirn seem like a monster of 

mythology, an implacable, nearly subhuman force lurking behind a disguise. Surely his 

appearance relates back to Robin's being attacked by yeomen in his dream. But Robin 

takes his first aep toward breaking out of the nightmare when Guy reveals why he is in 

the forest: "7 seeke an outlaw,' quoth Sir Guye,/'Men cal1 him Robin Hood'" (143). As 

when the SherE sought out Robin in "Robin Hood and the Potter. " Guy puts his 

motivation for capturing Robin in economic terms that hint at his greed, for he states: "'1 



had rather meet with hirn upon a daymien forty pound of golde"' ( 143). As KNght 

observes (57), Guy is despicable because he is a bounty hunter in the pay of the ShenR 

Robin has no doubt about how to treat such a man. 

In the moral fiamework of this ballad, the reprehensibility of Guy's conduct is 

amplifieci by his being "Sir Guy" (143). If one refers back to the W to consult Robin's 

philosophy, Guy is not at di the "gode yemadThat walketh by grene wode shawe" ( C h i  

80). though he has pretended to be. Though having some kind of noble background, he 

does not intend to be a "gode felawe" (80). Treachery and backstabbing are his stock in 

trade. Knight puts it thus: "Guy seems to represent a Mse forester, one who acts on his 

own, seeks money and, through his costume appears to use deception in some way" (58). 

The way Guy employs disguise is evil. Also tainted is his attempt to umrp what is the 

prerogative of Robin and his fiends--namely, the crossing of social boundaries-by 

descending fiom knight to yeoman. 

Not all critics have agreed that Guy's deception involves pretending to be of a 

lower social rank. Wiles claims that "'Sir Guy'. . .is a mere yeoman. but he ... acts with the 

prospect of receiving a knighthood if successful" (46). Keen's surnrnary of the tale calls 

Guy "a forester who was [Robin's] old enemy" (1 19). But neither interpretation finds 

solid support in the text. It is mie that Guy is descrïbed as a yeoman several times, but 

that description just indicates the disguise he has adopted in relation to Robin, who is a 

real yeoman; Guy's being called a "yeoman" is a classic case of illusion dominating reality. 

and when the Sheriff once refers to him as a "wighty yeoman" ( 145), it is to acknowledge 

the supposed efficacy of his masquerade. The text says nothing about Guy receiving a 

knighthod, but does later include the Sheritrs comment that Guy could have received a 

"knight's ffee" ("Gisborne" 145) for capturing Robin Hood. A knight's fee, or fief, was 

originally construed as a "hereditary [estate]" in the penod after the N o m  Conquest 

(Arnold 295), but later the term became more loosely defineci. as such estates could be 

split up into multiple fractions. While the Sheriff would have had access to higher-ranking 
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o f f i d s  who could have granted a knighthood, he would not have had the authority to 

bestow such an honor himself. It seems more Likely that Guy is a knight fiorn the very 

start, and is sirnply being told that he could have been awarded more property by 

capturing Robin. And any attempt to pass Guy off as a forester ignores the fact that this 

"villain knight" (KNght 6 1)  is unironically called "Sir Guy" over and over again a title 

which could only belong to a member of the gentry. 

Guy maintains his yeoman facade effectively as he and the still-unrwealed Robin 

decide to try their luck at archery together. But the growing tension between them is 

reflected in the way Robin regularly outshoots his foe, which in turn foreshadows Robin's 

victoiy in their upcoming fi&. The fint clash of wil ls  occurs when Guy decides to break 

down the walls of anonymity that their respective irnpersonations have built up: "'Tell me 

thy name, good ffellow,' quoth Guy" (143). Yet Robin parries hun neatly. taking the 

upper hand in this verbal duel as he sustains his personal honor by not being the first to 

confess: T a y ,  by my faitkt quoth good R o b ~ f T i l l  thou have told me thine'" ( 143). The 

style of this confrontation aiiudes indûectly to the foikiore belief that names represent a 

source of power, and that once one knows the true name of another, one can command 

him to do one's bidding. Guy loses out, as he reveals his name and "many a curst turne" 

that he has done to others (144). in contrat, Robin gets to show his disdain for Guy after 

proclaiming his own identity : "By thee 1 set right nought" ( 144). The battle lines are 

drawn in Robin's favor. 

Once again, it is the Virgin whose power Robin invokes when it iooks as if he is 

about to lose the fight to Guy. Calling upon his "deere Lady" (144), he professes his faith 

in the divinely ordained hierarchy as he U s  Guy, a representative of the cormpt temporal 

hierarchy in his locale. What Robin does next is pesome ,  but it is not gratuitous or 

rneaningless. Rather, it is Robin's tangible commentary on Guy's illegitirnate use of 

deception and impersmation. By decapitating Guy and "[Ncking] Sir Guy in the face" 

( 1 44), he vividly reinforces for his own benefit his negative assessrnent of Guy: "Thou 
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hast bene traytor al1 thy liffe" (144). One should note that Guy's horse-hide outfit clothes 

a man fkom "topp to toe" ( 144), and some modern versions of this aory portray the 

hone's head as part of the costume. So Guy has treacherously attempted full-fiedged 

disguise in posing as a yeoman to kill Robin. Guy's disguise is bestial and ugly, which 

reveals his less-than-human qualities; in contrast, Robin c m  be disguised in other medieval 

texts as a cornmon man and manifest a kind of personal greatness nonetheless. Robin 

defaces Guy as ifto say: "You had no right to hide your face, and this is what you get in 

return." He is de-identmg him by cutting him up, redisguishg him as a person who will 

never be able to be identifieci again. It is an ironic gesture that comments by extension on 

the corruption in society which breeds such bounty hunters. 

Robin takes up impersonation in earnest in the conclusion of the ballad as he goes 

fonh to make the Sheriff pay for instigating a bad deception. Dressing up in dead Sir 

Guy's clothes completes his conquest over the evil that the knïght penonally represents. 

But Robin stiü ne& to rescue Little John., thereby doing his faithful follower a good tum 

and spiting the Sherifï-at the same time. The "text in its present state [does not] explain 

how Robin.. .could have known of Little John's capture and the need to rexue him" 

(Dobson and Taylor 1401, which moved Child to the conclusion that this ballad has 

expenenced "considerable derangement" (Child 90) since its original composition. There 

is another possibility, though. The bdad seems to credit Robin with prophetic foresight, 

for, as noted earlier, he has dreamed of being in danger Eorn enemies just before he mets 

Guy. If he has some type of second sight here, then it is not inconsistent that he somehow 

senses John's peril without receiving news directly. 

In any case. the way Robin ends up tricking the Sheriff is not just for the practical 

purpose of fieeing John. It also comments negatively on the values that the Sheriff and his 

henchmen espouse. When the Sheriffasks the fdse Sir Guy what reward he w i l  take for 

slaying Robin Hood, Robin emp hatically reject s monetary compensation even t hough the 

SherE has not said anything about money: "Tle none of thy gold,' sayes Robin 
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Hood,/"Nor I'le none of itt have'" ("Gisborne" 145). Robin is no pauper, as the previously 

discussed bailads attest, but he does not center his Me on money as the Sheriff and Guy 

do. Rather, he shows "contempt for hancial concerns" (Knight 58). Robin compounds 

the irony of his actions by asking permission to strike John as his reward. That is what he 

has jun done to Guy, but whereas Robin's drawing his " W s h  k s e "  previously signifieci 

the defeat of his enemy, in this case it means the opposite-John's saivation ("Gisbome" 

145). When the SherB responds by cailing Robin a "maciman" (145). it seals his fate. By 

adding insult to treachery, the Sheriffunavoidably makes himself the subject of revenge 

fantasy W l m e n t  for the yeoman audience. Showing his confidence in divine support for 

what is to corne, Little John praises Chna for his Unminent release: "Uow shall 1 be 

loset.' quoth Litle JohnJWith Chrias might in heaven"' ( 145). When he stands free beside 

Robin, grabs Guy's spare bow, and shoots d o m  the Sheriff, the grim ending consequently 

assumes the air of a t-ighteous judgment. Robin and his fiends have been attacked 

treacherously, but they have responded with their own subversive brand of trickery to 

thwart the scheming of the compt authorities and exercise the "principle of retnbutive 

justice" (Keen 2 17). 

The play fragment W o d  and provides some useful insight on the 

issues of deception and impersonation as portrayeci in "Robin Hood and Guy of 

Gisbome," since it contains the same general plot as the ballad. It is remarkable for being 

the "solitas, survivhg text of a genuinely medieval Robin Hood play" @obson and Taylor 

203). We know there were many Robin Hood plays in the penod. since "over fifty 

[written references to Robin Hood in performance] occur by 1537" (Knight 100), but this 

is the only one that has survived. The obscurities of this Eagment, written in a fifteenth- 

century hand on a piece of papa with a gentleman's financiai accounts on the other side, 

prompted Dobson and Taylor to atternpt a reconstruction of the run-on format of the 

dialogue, putting it into a more conventional dramatic mode. The title W o d  and 

the is unofficiai as weil. But this reconstruction nowhere transgresses the 
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plausible. As accurately as one could wish it offers a glimpse of Robin adopting the guise 

of his enemy, probably to seek revenge on his other foes. 

With dialogue in brief rhyming couplets, the play opens with a knight agreeing to 

"take" Robin in exchange for "golde and fee" fiom the Sheriff("Sheriffl 2005 The bounty 

hunter is identifiai as a knight here, which would tend to support the notion that Guy is 

really a knight rather than a yeoman in "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisbome. " Immediately 

aflerwards, the knight meets Robin and they decide to compete against each other in a 

variety of sports. Perhaps the knight hopes to d o h a t e  Robin psychologically by beating 

him at sports before trying to kill him. However, the cornpetition proves Robin is the 

better man, and the sports must have appealed to the audience. The dialogue is 

straightforward and action-oriented, consisting solely of challenges and responses: "Have 

at the pryke!" cries the knight during archery, and Robin answers tnkmphantly, "And y 

cleve the styke" (206). Only when Robin has bested the knight at shooting, Stone 

throwing, and wrestling do deception and impersonation emerge as significant issues. 

The knight decides he has had enough of fooling around and goes at Robin, who 

agrees to fight "at ottraunce" (206). Robin &Ils the knight, and then follows the same sort 

of procedure as with Guy of Gisbome. He cuts off the knight's head as a symbol of the 

victory he describes aloud to himself "Now 1 have the rnaystry here" (206). Robin takes 

it upon himself'to execute Guy as a traitor to the qualities of good yeomanry which the 

outlaw chef values. The decapitation also represents the knight's loss of power and 

vision, as well as the primitive transferring of those qualities to Robin. Lmpersonation 

follows with Robin's statement: "This knyghtys clothis woUe 1 were" (206). Regrettably 

for the coherence of the fragment, the disguised Robin does not appear again after this 

episode. The scene shifis abruptly to a couple of Robin's foiiowers watching a battle 

between the Sheriffand his men and a group of outlaws. The SheSwins and captures 

every outlaw in sight, and that is the end of the fragment. Still, based on "Robin Hood 

and Guy of Gisbome" and the general direction of the narrative, Dobson and Taylor 
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surmise the following about the actual end of the play: "In the sequel the disguised Robin 

Hood enters and rescues his men-no doubt afler yet another fight" (207). If there is 

indeed more action to corne. this seems the most plausible explanation. It is in harmony 

with the pattern of resisting compt authontarian oppression through deception and 

impenonation that "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne" demonstrates. 

Deception and impersonation are consistently linked to resistance to unjua 

authority in rnediwal Robin Hood texts. Texts like -of Un 'Robin Hood 

and the Mo*" "Robin Hood and the Potter," "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne." and 

od and indicate that Robin and the supporters he inspires do not 

employ such tactics exclusively to save their own skins or to amas  wealth. Rather, their 

tnckery is foregrounded prorninently in order to comment subversively or ironically on 

conventionai medieval English society. The baliad writers' depidon of society as compt 

and unjust is what justifies Robin's pattern of lawbreaking. Keen states: "The Iaw's object 

is ultimately to uphold social justice. and to the middle ages social justice meant a 

hierarchical social system" (1 55). But Robin nibverts that understanding by bowing to no 

one except those at the top of the temporal and spiritual hierarchies, such as the King and 

the Virgin Mary. Othenvise, he places bis love of unfettered ffeedom generosity, and 

daring in opposition to "'statutory' forces of state. church, and emergent mercantilism" 

(Knight 60). His victories proclaim the possibility of an unorthodox way of being in the 

world, of avenging the perceived oppression of the yeoman audience to whom the ballads 

prirnarily appealed. By toying with social categories. preserving personal honor through 

anonymity--or. when cded for, being undisgui sed and straightfoward to assert manly 

pride in tandem with faith in the ultimate triumph of divine providence-Robin and his 

supporiers aand in contrast to vilIains who use deception and impersonation 

unimaginatively and for evil ends. Bad deceivers are portrayed as gettùig what they 

deserve when their tnckery cornes back to hau t  them. often resulting in their destruction. 



These scenarios do not feature deception and impersonation solely for humorous or 

drarnatic effect. 

But the end of the Middle Ages sees a change in this pattern. in texts of the 

sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Robin Hood becornes yesterday's 

trickster. Although these texts nipdcially mirror the medieval source material they no 

longer use outlaw deception and impersonation to represent subversive social 

cornmentary. As the next chapter will show, surveying the transition in the portrayai of 

Robin Hood fiom 1500 to 1800 is essential in order to understand how the onetime 

subversive was M y  coopted by the established powers in the nineteenth century. 



Chapter Two 

Robin as Yesterday's Trickster: The Decine of Outlaw Deception 

and Impersonation as Social Commentay 1500-1800 

To develop an understanding of the decline of outlaw deception and impersonation 

as socid wrnmentary from 1500 to 1800. it is usefil to note Dobson and Taylof s remarks 

on this trend. They note that the nse of the mas-produced printed popular ballad in 

response to increasing iiteracy among the population, dong with a post-Refomtion 

mentaiity that placed Robin Hood solidly in England's Catholic past, led to there being 

"little room for any developrnent in the character of Robin Hood and his men-or indeed of 

the social or political situations within which they found themselves" (49-50). The 

broadening of the audience beyond the on@ medieval core of yeomen also resulted in 

an increasingly conservative portrayal of Robin on the stage during this 300-year period? 

catering to the tastes of the "middle class [which] became more numerous in the sixteenth 

century" (Palmer and Colton 122). Both in baliads and in plays, Robin loses much of the 

subversive vigor he displayed in the medieval period. which also tends to make him a less 

interesthg character frorn a literary standpoint. Most of the attacks he rnakes on a compt 

society are obviously targeted against compt CathoIic figures or institutions; the Sheriff 

has become a stock villain. Robin and his followers no longer indulge in deception and 

impersonation that could be seen as shaking up m e n t ,  contemporary social categories or 

definitions. Such alterations to the earlier tradition can be attributed in part to Robin's 

popular appeal being harnessed by the emergent mass press that dispensed commerciaily 

viable tales to the increasingly literate public. With "chroniclers and cornmentators who 

acknowledged and respected centralized power and valued an urbanized 'elevated' culture" 

now largely controhg depictions of outlaw trickery (Knight 88). it is not surpnsing that 

they would make deception and irnpersonation mere conventional attributes of new taies 

of Robin Hood to avoid offending the status quo. 



Specifically. the broadside ballad cm be pinpointed as the major vehicle for 

facilitating the change in the way deception and impersonation figure in the tradition. 

Broadside bailads consisted of songs printed on a single sheet. Thek subject matter was 

naturally not limited to Robin Hood, and it is also mie that not one "extant Robin Hood 

printed ballad text can be dated to the sixteenth cenniry" (Dobson and Taylor 47). And 

there are some diffculties in dating the texts that remah, though not to the same extent as 

with theû medieval predecessurs; some material preserved from the seventeenth century 

may have originated in the sixteenth century. for instance. Yet numerous references in 

bookseller catalogues, religious sermons, and other texts ver@ that broadside ballads 

were in wide circulation at t his tirne, thanks to advances in the pub lishing innovations of 

Gutenberg and Caxton. Sold in the streets, the broadside ballads flounshed commercially 

in late ELizabethan England. But these suffered fiom being mere reworkings by hack poets 

of older material, forced to conform to the rneter and melodies of a handfùl of standard 

street mùistrel tunes-although there were a number of interesting dflerences in these 

reworkings, which wili be discussed shonly. Generaily employing the forni. if not the real 

substance, of the medieval ballads, these watered-down, less subversive creations were 

now in fact cheap popular songs, even though the printed format did not dictate that they 

had to be sung. Although not particularly creative, they were popular: "If the growing 

interest in these stories Iay among newly literate country yeomen and tradesfoik in the 

towns, this is what bailad-mongers and printers considered that they wanted to hear and 

read" (Holt 166), and the storks were also becoming harrnless enough to suit upper-class 

tastes. The supplanting of the broadside format by the Robin Hood Garlands from the 

seventeenth century onward-these were chapbooks with eighty to one hundred pages- 

simply consolidated the static nature of the tradition at this tirne: "Indeed the most 

remarkable feature of the innumerable Robin Hood Garlands between the 1660s and 

1830s is their sustained conservatism" (Dobson and Taylor 52), both literariiy and in terms 

of what people expected to receive when they purchased a collection of Robin Hood 



ballads; until the early eighteenth century, there were sixteen bdads  in the standard Robin 

Hood Gariand. Since the format of the later ballads was so close to that of the original 

ones, it may have been dficult  for literary observen during these centuries to M y  grasp 

the change in Robin's original character fiom a subversive deceiver t o  a merry jokester 

content to  accept the status quo. 

The seventeenth-century broadside "Robin and M e n  a Dale" is an ideal example of 

how Robin's approach to deception and impenonation in this period difZers from the ironic 

subversion of his medieval exploits. Holt rightly c d s  it a "light story" and a "prim 

romance" (165). Although it hcludes the "two traditional Robin Hood motifs of his 

successfùl 'disguising' (this time as a 'bold harpe?) and subsequent discodithg of a 

bishop" (Dobson and Taylor 172), both intemal and extenial factors militate against its 

being considered a suitable companion piece to the or  "Robin Hood and the Monk." 

Witten in Enghsh that is clearly more modem than the medieval ballads, the narrative is 

simple. One day Robin sees a young man dressed in "scarlet fine and gay" ("Allen" 173). 

singing happily as he wdks  by the forest. The next day the young man looks sad and 

forlorn. Intercepted by Robin's followers, he is brought before Robin, who asks him 

politely if he has "any money to spare" (1 73). Robin learns that this Allen a Dale has just a 

little money and a ring which he intended to give to his chosen bride, who is being forced 

instead to many a rich old knight. When the outlaw chief decides to help out poor Allen 

by employing his talent for disguise, his motivation is worth noting. Robin enters the fray 

in the cause of "true love" ( 174). a phrase which he repeats three times. He is there to  

help M e n  redize romantic aspirations. His initial intentions have nothing to do with 

beating and bindiig church officiais who are to ovenee the forced marriage, nor does he 

mention potential plans to humiliate the bride's father (who is not being a "gode felawe" by 

making his daughter many someone she does not love). Ali this is much more in the 

tradition of courtly love and romance than in the tradition which the medieval Robin Hood 

bailads established. 



Moreover, when Robin infiltrates the church where the wedding is to take place. 

the impersonation he chooses does not make any kind of statement about the legitimacy of 

forced maniage or the oppressive economic factors that may lead to such a union. Posing 

as a harper is jua  an expedient way to get into the building without being chdenged. It 

also offers him the chance to deliver a good punch-line. When he cornes in, he says, "You 

shall have no musick/. . .Till the bride and the bridegroom I see"' ( 1 74); his blowing of his 

hom to brlng in his men and stop the wedding is the music he fùmishes as promised, oniy 

in a different way fiom what the presiding bishop anticipates. It is a simple, superficial, 

but humorous "bait and switch" tactic, unlike the tactics of the medieval Robin Hood. 

When it is time for Allen a Dale to marry the bride he loves, it might seem that 

Robin's substitution of Little John for the real bishop represents an attack on the authority 

of the Church. Robin does make a mockery of clerical pomp and ceremony, allowing 

Little John to nin through the manïage vows "seven times" ( 1 75) instead of the regular 

three. But it is evident that his mockery is diiected against the Catholic Church, rather 

than the Church of England established in 1534. and that makes a dierence, considering 

the predorninantly Protestant English audience for this and other ballads of the sixteenth 

sevent eent h and eight eent h centuries. Robin is never presented in a specifically Anglican 

context in the ballads. So ifmockery is directed agauist the Catholic Church in this 

hiaoricai context, it can no longer be viewed as socially subversive. While Knight does 

not specifically classifi "Robin Hood and Men a Dale" among the "small but weii- 

remembered group of later ballads [that feature Robin indulging in]. . .the pleasure of 

humiliating the Catholic hierarchy" (93). it fits admirably. Here, Robin is yesterday's 

trickster. 

Although "Robin Hood and the Bishop" sees the outlaw chef placing himseif in 

greater penl than in "Robin Hood and Allen a Dale," it too shows Robin using deception 

and impersonation sirnply to get away £Yom his Catholic enemies and then to have some 

fun at their expense. He has no apparent plans when he goes waIking through the forest 
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one day and spots a Bishop who wants to capture him. He just runs into an old woman's 

house to avoid being taken and hanged. Switching clothes with her affords some 

burlesque hurnor. So does the old woman's raunchy suggestion when the Bishop has 

made off with her, thinking she is Robin Hood, and is about to discover that she is not: 

"LZt up my leg and see" ("Bishop" 192). When Robin captures the Bishop, takes his five 

hundred pounds, ties him to a tree, and forces him to "sing a massn (192). the target of 

this heavy-handed ridicule is the Catholic Church once again. As Knight aptly observes, 

this ballad does not aim for the "detailed discussion of oppression that leads to church 

wealth, as in the w, but rather merely to humiliate the Catholic establishment" (93)-an 

establishment now rejected as the leading religion of the land. Hence, Robin's trickery 

provides a good laugh at the way things used to be. The t r i c k q  does not subvert current 

social noms, but instead represents indirectly "a fiscal form of gentrification at the 

expense of the church-the sort of thing that almost al1 local @31glish] landowners actually 

engaged in during the mid-sixteenth century, and justified in religious terms through 

cultural processes like these ballads" (Knight 93). A similar process occurs in Laurence 

Pnce's 1656 bailad "Robin Hood's Golden Prize," where Robin disguises himself as a 

Catholic fnar with "hood, gown, beads and crucifix" ("Prize" 209). Here, he does seem to 

have the specific objective of catching priests, and he does so. He deprives two priests of 

five hundred gold pieces &er they lie that they are penniless, forcing them to pray for 

money and then sending them off with a lecture on proper moral behavior. It is important 

to recail that these tales of Robin Hood are concemed exclusively with flairs in England, 

for the only way a story like this could have been viewed as relevant to contemporary life 

was that England did have Catholic enemies to confkont in France, Spain, and elsewhere. 

Deception and impersonation are rendered Whially pointless in another ballad. 

"Robin Hood's Delight," which can be dated back to the 1670s at least. Here, Robin, 

Little John, and Wili Scarlock meet three keepers of King Henry's deer in the forest. 

Challenging them, Robin makes a point of telling them who he is out of sheer 
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braggadocio: "You meet with bold Robin Hood" ("Detight" 169). But the keepers tell 

him nothing more than that they are keepers. The outlaws and the keepers fight till the 

outlaws get tired, and then Robin asks permission to blow "one blast on ms]  bugle-horn" 

(169), which would presumably summon reinforcements When the keepers deny his 

request, he presses them for their identities: "Let me but know your names" (169). Again 

denied by the keepers, Robin does not persist in his inquiries. There is no sense of the 

power of naming which can be discerned in "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne." Robin is 

not r edy  concerned with sustaining personal honor through the power of anonymity or 

other similar issues here. He just wants to have fun. Ifthat were not the case, he would 

surely not elect to cal1 off the fight and invite everyone to head into Nottingham to drïnk 

wine for the next three days. It is a bizarre conclusion to the tale, which suggests the 

keepers are dso not redy concerned with much except having fun; if the spirit of the 

medieval ballads was retained here, the keepers would arrest Robin and arrange to have 

him hanged. Robin's decision to invite them to join him in revelry underscores the fact 

that deception and impersonation have extremely iimited subversive value in this period, 

especidly since Robin does not press the issue when these representatives of hierarchicd 

authority treat him so arrogantly. 

A final example of the diminished sigrilficance of deception and impersonation in 

Robin Hood tales in the 1500- 1 800 period is "Robin Hood and Maid Marian." It takes the 

conservative, romantic tone of "Robin Hood and Men a Dale" to new extremes. As with 

the previous bailads. it is preserved in the form of a seventeenth-century broadside. While 

Dobson and Taylor's criticism that it has a "complete lack of any literary ment" may be a 

Iittle harsh, as the aoiy is quite atmospheric, their foiiowing observation is pertinent to the 

question of the literary treatment of Robin's trickery here: "[ut seerns highly unlikely that 

the author of this ballad was relying on any popular tradition" (1 76). This observation is 

borne out by the presence of Marian, who figures Sequent ly in the ballads of the 

seventeenth century and was scarcely present in the earlier literature, save for her fleeting 



appearances in references to the May Games held in villages across England. In faa, 

Dobson and Taylor c l a h  that Marian "clearly owes her association with Robin Hood 

entirely to their joint participation in the May festivitiesn (4 1). 

"Robin Hood and Maid Marian" itself has no obvious source; hence, there is some 

justification for regarding it as a indicator of the direction in which the portrayal of 

deception and impersonation for Robin Hood was going at this point in time. The 

concems of the bdad are purely romantic: 'Wth Esses sweet their red lips meet" 

("Maid" 1 77). The plot is marred by a total disregard for cause and effect. Robin (here 

g e n e e d  as the Earl of Huntington, which anticipates the standard nineteenth-century 

portrayal) is suddenly forced to lave his beloved Marian due ody to fortune's "bearing 

these lovers a spight" ( 1 77). Equally unexplained are the disguises that Marian and Robin 

subsequently adopt. Marian dresses herseif " N e  a page" when searching the forest for 

Robin (1 77). which vaguely recalls the female disguise motif featured in Philip Sidney's 

Edmund Spenser's Eaxk Queene, and various theatrical performances of the 

period. Her disguise could be viewed as a sloppy popular echo of that motif Heroines 

disguising themselves and going to war either to be with their true loves or out of financial 

need were comrnon in popdar literature at this tirne. But subversion of gender categories 

by what has been categorized as the "masculine-spirited woman" (Shepherd 39) does not 

emerge as a reai issue in this slight ballad. Being disguised as a male page sirnply rnakes it 

easier for Marian to move through the forest and may help to maintain her personal safety. 

She is rernarkably willing to fight Robin when she me t s  him. Al1 that is said of Robin's 

disguise is that "hee himself had disguis'd" ("Maid" 177). After a long, hard fight. Robin 

extends an invitation to his anonymous opponent to join his band, seeing that this person 

has satisfied the "generic requirements for joining the outlaws" (KNght 85). The rest of 

the baflad consias of happy reunions and happily-ever-&ers. 

It becomes obvious that Robin and Marian's adopting disguises is merely a 

dramatic device to create momentaq tension between the lovers before achiaing a 
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satisfjmg resolution. The level of narrative sophistication is comparable to a Harlequi 

romance. Keeping in mind that the audience for Robin Hood taies was expanding beyond 

yeomen with social grievances, Dobson and Taylor's analysis of the commercial impulse 

behind the material is particularly incisive: "p]t must be always be remembered that the 

very simplicity, repetitiveness and banality of the broadside.. . are exactly those qualities 

moa needed to create a continuously appealing popular fictional world" (50). Seliing the 

ballads to housewives, petty tradesmeq or ladies-in-waiting would be that much easier if 

Robin's acts of deception and impersonation were presented as those of a romantic lover 

or joUy trickster, rather than as those of a tough, scherning yeoman who posed a threat to 

the social order. 

Similarly, commercial considerations played a significant role in shaping the 

portrayal of outlaw deception and impersonation in the theatre frorn 1500 to 1800. As we 

have seen, there were plenty of Robin Hood plays in the Middle Ages, although only 

references to the vast rnajorïty of these have nwived. But Robin Hood was still viewed 

as a popular, colorful subject afler the medievai penod. As with the post-medieval 

ballads, however, the increasing dominance of urban culture had its effects on new 

treatments of the legend. Plays catered more and more ofien to conservative values in this 

penod. The fact that Robin Hood plays were even performed before royalty is another 

"interesthg demonstration of the way in which the greatest of Engîish outlaws was 

transfonned into a supporter of the status quo" @obson and Taylor 238), if one considers 

such examples as the 166 1 performance of W o d  andhis Crew of Sol-, which 

celebrated the Restoration of King Charles II. It was after an outbreak of plague in the 

early 1 590s closed London theatres briefly that Robin Hood began to be frequently 

portrayed on the stages of the capital city. But again, as with the post-medieval ballads, 

his trickev was no longer depicted as u n d e m g  the social order. That would have 

been risky for playw-rights whose works were often subject to goverment monitoring and 

censorship; theatres couid be closed for perfonnuig seditious matenal. Instead, as Knight 



observes, "the use of highiy popular matenal [about Robin Hood] in a newly conservative 

context was an elegant manoeuvre for companies eager to please both the lucrative mass 

audience and also the powerful few who controueci the theatre" (1 15). The new plays are 

distinctly Merent fiom the medieval play fiagrnent Robin for their 

use of deception and impersonation tends to bnng out that Robin and his followen are not 

prirnarily violent and subversive. but more mischievous and playfd. A more acceptable, 

tame representation of Robin Hood could be seen as helping to rnake his character more 

submissive to hierarchical authority. Two plays from around the year 1600 are 

particularly representative of these trends, as the following examination will show. 

in am which "certainly has its origin around the year 1600" W g h t  

1 19), Robin's subordination is not only political but also drarnatic. He has very little scope 

to use trickery, since he is not even the main character in the play. That honor belongs to 

the aforesaid George, who is essentially the same person as the protagonist of the 

contemporaneous balIad "The Joliy Pinder of Wakefield." The play is set during the reign 

of Edward TV, and centers on a rebellion in the north of England. While George has the 

oppominity to demonstrate his mastery with the quarterstaffand show his prowess as a 

romantic lover, Robin oniy enters as a foi1 to the pinder (an archaic term for "pound- 

keeper") comparatively late in the narrative. He uiitially opposes George, not because the 

other man has contributeci to socio-economic oppression in any way or even slighted the 

good name of yeornanry, but because Maid Marian is upset that George and his 

sweetheart are outstripping Robin and herself in fame: "mhensoever I doe walke 

abroad,/I heare no songs but ail of George a Greene,/Bettress his f ~ r e  Lemman passeth 

me./And this my Robin gaules my very soule" ("Green" 1. 929-932). This concem of 

Marian's is trivial compared to the longing for retributive social justice that motivated 

Robin during the medieval period. Yet Marian's threats to withhold affection eom Robin 

are ail that impel hirn to seek out George; othenvise, Robin says he is perfectly content to 

let George enjoy his reputation as the hero of the day (1. 93 3-934). The lovers' squabble 



suffices to prompt a minor piece of deception on Robin's pan. When Robk Little John. 

and WiIl Scarlet tùid George and provoke hm to  fight, Robin does not respond to the 

obvious invitation to reveal his identity when George says: "Were ye as good as Robin 

Hoo& and his three mery menJile drive you backe the sarne way that ye came" (1. 1060- 

1061). 

The key difference between Robin's ornitting to give his name here and in a 

mediwai text such as "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne" is that his motivations are far 

less aggressive. There is no sense of a real desire for vengeance or of a need to conquer a 

kind of subhuman force of e d .  Robin is sirnply going through the motions of a 

conventional fight. Aiter he and his comparions are defeated by George, he is utterly 

amicable. Right away he offers George, not just the usual membership in the outlaw band, 

but aiso material rewards which suggea a closer identification with middle-class values: 

"Two liveries will 1 give thee everie yeere./And fortie crownes shaii be thy fee" (1. 1087- 

1088). Then Robin reveals his name without any ceremony at dl (1. 1090). Fully divested 

of his anonymity, he is now also prepared to plead for clemency and kneel before King 

Edward as soon as the rnonarch cornes on stage: "And good my Lord, a pardon for poore 

Rob$/And for us al1 a pardon, good King Edward" (1. 1202-1203). As Robin is accepted 

back into the joys of royal approval, it becomes clear that deception and impersonation are 

secondary characteristics of this tale. Robin is "securely containeci by the forces of both 

nate hierarchy and dramatic power" (Knight 1 16), and he is no longer free within the 

narrative to practise the art of trickery which liberated him corn extemal coercion in the 

past . 

Anthony Munday's 1598 play The D o 0  

provides an example of the large-scale assimilation of Robin into a gentrified social 

context (that is, a context in which Robin is construed as having an aristocratie 

background, although the tenn "gentrified" can cover the level of society just below the 

leading nobility as wel). The play also demonstrates the effxts of that assimilation on the 



outlaw's use of deception and impersonation. Though not a iiterary masterpiece, the 

D o m  marks an important innovation in the Robin Hood tradition for two main 

reasons: "Wunday] is the first-known drarnatist to express the tradition of a noble Robin 

M y  set in a context which associated hirn with Richard 1 and p ~ c e ]  John, and he is the 

first-known writer of any kind to give him the title of earl ofHuntingtonW (Holt 162). In 

the 1521 book H & p  of C imer  R- 
. . the Scottish historian John Major had claimed 

that a historical Robin Hood had lived during the late twelfth-century reign of Richard 1. 

an arbiîrary c l a h  without reference to earlier sources-but one which would be accepted 

unquestioningly by some later scholars Wre Joseph Ritson who produced an Uinuential 

1795 anthology of Robin Hood tales. Munday's elaborate expansion on Majoh dating of 

Robin gives the play the problems of a dispossesseci nobleman to deal with, rather than 

concms linked to yeoman dissent; this dramatic situation became even more popular in 

the nineteenth century as part of the "relocating of the hero away from sociopolitical 

resistance" (Knight 122) and has since become standard fare. At this early stage in the 

noble Robin Hood tradition. Munday seerns to have become confused about his dramatic 

objectives, in light of "what seerns to be a certain carelessness or temporary uncertainty on 

the part of the playwright" (Meagher 1 1 ); that is, he tends to abandon one of the 

longstanding strengths of tales of Robin Hood by faiiing to delineate his heroes and villains 

with absolute clarity. Knight cornrnents on the botching of a classic good-evil dichotomy 

in the narratives of the and its lesser cornpanion play, IkLUBah- 

of where Robin dies too early on to be of any consequence: 

"They do not. ..malce Prince John the demon of the story, and they hardly concern 

themselves at ail with any actions by Robin Hood" (121). Given that Munday is not 

striving for a modem kind of moral ambiguity, his storyiine is weakened by such 

tendencies, and Robin simply emerges as a trickster of marginal vitality. 

Ln the Downfàll, Robin's use of disguise early on is a matter of simple expediency. 

It is also devoid of the creative spark that gave his trickery a multi-dimensional 



subversiveness in medieval texts such as "Robin Hood and the Potter." When the Earl 

l e m  that his foe the Pnor of York (who is a h  Robin's uncle), dong with Robin's 

traitorous steward. has succeeded in getting him outlawed, he determines to flee fi-om the 

betrothal feast celebrating his engagement to Matilda (dubbed Maid Marian once they 

have made their escape to the forea). To do so, he gets disguised as a "citizen" CDownfall 

1 52). This nither vague description does n o t h g  whatsoever to clanfy either what Robin 

looks like or any impiicit comment that his costume might make on his situation. Also. the 

disguise has no padcular effect on his behavior. It is just convenient for him not to  be 

recognized, a fiuiction which the disguise seems to serve reasonably well. 

The lack of direction behind the occurrences of deception and impersonation in 

this play is borne out later in the action, when the tide has turned against Prince John's 

attempt to usurp power from his just-retumed brother Richard. Oddly. John decides that 

fleeing to the greenwood while dressed as an outlaw would be a good way to escape 

punishment: "Well, I will cloath my seKe in such a sute./And by that means as well scape 

al1 pursuite" (240). He does a poor job of impersonating as his speech betrays him as an 

impostor to the first outlaw he meets. But even more oddly, John's use of disguise does 

not ultimately confirm him as a full-fledged viuaiq as it does with Sir Guy in the medievd 

ballad "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne." In fact, Knight dubs Prince John "quite a 

positive figure" ( 127). M e r  acquitting himself well in a fight with the outlaws. he is 

acclaimed as a "proper man" (Downhl270), and no one has any intention of hurting him 

even when his true identity comes to light. Subsequently, Robin is assiduous in declaring 

his loyalty to the throne and the concept of hierarchical power in iines such as ''Prince 

John, 1 would not for the wide worlds wealthhcense his Majestie" (272) or "The trumpet, 

sounds, the king is now at hand:/Lords, yeomen, rnaids, in decent order stand" (275). The 

fact that Robin makes such comrnents nght after the removd of  John's disguise and the 

revelation of the Prince's true identity says much about the play's attitude toward 

deception and impersonation: these are harmiess tools to be used by anyone who wishes 
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and then set aside when the stabiliring influence of the true king of England asserts itself. 

The Do\Kafall finally emerges as a piiiar of conservative opinion, far removed fiom the 

anti-authontarian nibversiveness conveyed by outlaw deception and impersonation in 

medieval t ext S. 

The two plays discussed above are admittedly drawn from a lirnited period around 

the year 1600. Yet they adequately illustrate the general trends in the depiction of outlaw 

trickery during the three centuries under consideration. Gaxge a Green represents the 

taming of the original vigorous and violent medieval subject matter. whereas the D Q J J  

represents an early form of the imposition of "an ariaaratic main on what remained an 

essentidy plebeian legend" well through the eighteenth century (Dobson and Taylor 46). 

Robin Hood did rernain both a prominent and popular figure in the theatre for the next 

two hundred years. Other plays about Robin Hood were produced by çuch notables as 

Ben Jonson and Michael Drayton, but their rather passive treatments of the hero and his 

penchant for trickery did not argue for titles like -Sad: A 

W and Poly-0- to be numbered arnong the authors' best works. Outlaw trickery 

and disguise make even less fiequent and significant appearances in the lirnp comic operas 

of the 1700s. Works such as Robin Op- or - . , o o d  F o r a  

remah neglected today men by the most ardent students of literary minutiae, since in this 

period "the dynamic tradition of Robin Hood perfomance had almost run into the sand of 

theatncal convention" (Knight 1 52). This is not to say that arbitrarily t-g to create 

subversive cornrnentary by displaying acts of deception and impersonation would have 

revived Robin Hood as a dramatic figure in the fullest sense of the word. But treating this 

vital thread in the Robin Hood tradition in nich an inconsequentid manner did rob the 

stage of a truly dynamic hero whose feats of trickery could be regarded as socialiy relevant 

to his own era and historicaily revealing for later readers. 

Even though t his thesis focuses primarily on medieval and nineteent h-cenniry 

approaches to the portrayal of deception and impersonation, it is important to understand 



the changes that occurred in the Robin Hood tradition between 1500 and 1800. The point 

of nirveying these three centuries is to demonstrate that trickery by Robin and his 

supporters ceases to funaion as subversive social commentary during the period. ï h i s  

change in tum lays the foundation for Robin to be almost universally represented as a 

dispossessed aristocrat or at least as playful and unthreatening by the nineteenth century. 

Such representations mark a clear break with the plebeian, yeoman-pleasing, and 

subversive medieval roots of the tradition. Creative and political stagnation in the Robin 

Hood texts go hand in hand fkom 1500 to 1800. as the plots no longer make use of 

trickery that throws into question contemporay societal noms, except when criticking 

the practises of early Catholic England. instances of deception or impersonation in this 

penod prove to be mere expedient devices used by characten to help themselves escape or 

to have some fun at the expense of an obvious target Iike the Catholic Church-sornetimes 

deception and irnpersonation are rendered virtually rneaningless except as dramatic 

devices, as in ballads Iike "Robin Hood and Maid Marian" and "Robin Hood's Delight." 

Other ballads such as "Robin Hood and Allen a Dale," "Robin Hood and the Bishop," and 

"Robin Hood's Golden PNe." lack the radical overiones of their medieval predecessors, as 

they plod through a generic series of familiar adventures tond down so as to not offend 

establishment values. New Robin Hood piays in the period such as a Gr- and 

ownfall of Robe- of are equaiiy unimaginative. They downplay 

the vigorous spirit of innovation and transcendence of social categones that characterized 

Robin's trickery in his appearances before 1500. The tnckery in which he and those 

around him now take part is less violent, more playful, and generally more palatable to a 

broader audience, including the rniddle and upper classes. This shift in tone can be 

credited to the emergence of a new urban theatre culture in England, as well as to an 

increased centralization of power which restricted displays of radicalism. The shift can be 

also credited to the rise of a mass press in response to higher levels of literacy, which 
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produced broadside ballads and Robin Hood Garlands that located the legend safely in a 

conservative Literary and social context . 

The long transition into that conservative context would produce a completely 

different Robin Hood by the nineteenth century. one who seems much more familiar to a 

modem reader reared on nineteenth-century adaptations for children and En01 Flynn's star 

tum in the 1938 movie T h e e s  of Robin. In t e m  of deception and 

impersonation, the new Robin Hood codd be characterized as a fun-loving gentleman 

sporthg fancy dress. While the titerary quality of creative writing about Robin Hood 

tends to be higher in the nineteenth century than in the three preceding centuries, Robin's 

approach to tnckery is made devoid of subversive social implications. The new 

medievalism of the nineteenth century altered both the form and the substance of the 

depiaion of deception and impersonation in Robin Hood literature. The static 

conservatism of 1500 to 1800 would give way to a remodeiling process designed to make 

Robin Hood's acts of deception conforrn to nineteenth-century expectations regarding the 

medieval period in which his adventures were set. 



Chapter Three 

Robin in the Nineteenth Century: The Fun-Loving Gentleman 

Sports Fancy Dress 

Treatments of deception and impersonation in the Robin Hood tradition of the 

nineteenth cenhiry cannot be understood apart from the forces then reshaping British and 

European culture and society as a whole. The air of gentrified nostalgia which colours 

depidons of the outlaw in this period aernmed directly £kom the emergence in society of a 

new philosophy of looking at the world as the 1800s dawned, namely, through the twin 

pnsms of nationalism and Romanticism. England developed a strong sense of itself as one 

nation with distinctive national characteristics, rather than adhering to the regional 

loyaities that had previously had greater influence. Nationdistic pride was reflected in art, 

architecture, politics, philosophy, literature, and other areas. And the figure of Robin 

Hood prornised to fùmish a historical touchstone of al1 that was best. hardiest. and moa 

heroic in the English character. Accordingly, authors such as Sir Walter Scott and ALfred 

Lord Tennyson adapted the outlaw's character to present just such a patriotic image. This 

patnotism was conservative; else, why invoke a character who "lived" in a long-distant era 

as a mode1 whose virtues were to be emulated? But it meant that Robin could not be 

subversive. for he had to be a defender of the &es upon which English glory had always 

been founded. Hence, he could not employ deception and impersonation to comment 

mitically on a hierarchical society as he did in the medieval period; that is. except when his 

attacks were on institutions such as Catholicism which Engiand had lefl behind. 

When Robin and his supporters get disguised to deceive their foes in novels and 

plays such as Scott's Ivanhoe, Thomas Love Peacock's Howard Pyle's & 

&, and Temyson's The Fore-, their actions are 

generally informed by a romantic sensibility. Robin embodies many qualities such as 

humor and daring which rnarked the fke individual glorified by Romantic thinkers. 
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Additionally, the inclination of "the romantic generation [to look back upon the Middle 

Ages] with respect and even nostalgia" (Palmer and Colton 464) cast Robin as an ideal 

hero: a lover of justice, a popular figure, a nout defender of merry old England. But in 

light of their distance from the source materiai, the authors reshaping Robin for a 

nineteenth-century audience allow themselves the liberty, for example, of diminishing the 

signifiicance that clothing held for medieval people as an indicator of social natus. Robin 

and his followers seem to amuse themselves by using deception and impersonation, having 

fun with the anonymity a disguise can provide or delighting in their acting skiUs. Robin is 

permitteci to play tricks, but these are comic tricks, non-threatening tricks. in some cases 

the trickery can even be said to support the existing social order, rather than highlighting 

its deficiencies. Robin does not reaily wish to undemiine the stable social foundations on 

which his beloved homeland rests. That is particularly true when, as in and 

B Foresters, Robin is construed as a dispossessed member of the nobility. Not ody 

does his position (when he is occupying it) afFord him privileges. but he also has a 

responsibility to his men and his cornpatnots to regain that position and administer it in 

justice and wisdom. 

So for the most part, Robin becomes a fun-loving gentleman sporting fancy dress. 

or some arnalgam of those elements. He represents a consolidation of many of the 

elements that emerged tentatively fYom 1500 to 1800. combineci with the unique aspects 

of the nineteent h-century outlook. When invoived with trickery or disguise. Robin has 

less of a sharp sense of personal honor (as in "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne") than a 

notion of the socially appropriate thuig that a gentlemanly character ought to do. He is 

not anti-authontarian or subversive. He is a romantic hero, a dashing stranger, a Boy 

Scout in Lincoln green who stands up for the true English-blooded Saxons. He sets the 

hearts of Norman oppressors pounding with fear and Maid Marian's heart with love. 

Deception and impersonation are part of Robin's conventional repertoire. But he cm do 

pefiectly well without them if need be. 
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This portrait of Robin Hood is moa clearly expounded in novels and plays of the 

nineteenth century. That is why this chapter focuses on those two types of literature. 

There was a substantial amount of Robin-inspired poetry during the penod as well. 

However, most of what was produced has no bearing on the issues of deception and 

irnpersonation, in sharp contrat to the key role that trickery played in the medieval 

bailads. The precociously @ed John Keats and his fkiends and acquaintances were 

among those who tried hardest to adapt Robin Hood to the mode of Romantic poetry. 

Mostly, their efforts, ranging fiom Keats' brief lament "Robin Hood" to Leigh Hunt's 

flawed cycle "BalIads of Robin Hood," only succeeded in consolidating Robin as a hero of 

the past. He emerges as someone to be looked back on with fondness and admiration but 

lacking the wide-ritnging focus and cynical resolve which would enable hirn to deal 

effectively with modem times. To early Romantics, Robin seemed one of those men 

suited to a "ruder, but simpler, less cornplicated way of l ie  than that which the present 

offered or the fbture promisedu (Wright xviï). In their poetry, the essence of Robin is 

crystallized and yet frozen in a pastoral landscape where he moves in slow-motion, 

shooting his bow and distributhg gifis of mercy. Here, trickery would be out of place, as 

its humorous aspect might mar the carefùlly constructecl atmosphere of nostalgia. So as 

nineteenth-century Robin Hood poetry does not involve deception and impersonation to 

any signifiant extent, it falls outside the concerns of this thesis. 

As Knight points out, there were aiso difficulties for those who would attempt to 

adapt Robin Hood to the comparatively new literary genre of the historical novel. These 

difficulties stemmed fiom the nineteenth-century concept of how a novel should be 

constructeci; that is, it should consia of a "lengthy narrative ... that foregrounds and du, 

develops in depth [an] individual figure" (Knight 172). None of the literary modes in 

which Robin had previously been represented-ballads and plays-had demanded that he 

spend much t h e  in introspection or other forms of self-awareness. But introspection and 

changing in response to events in one's life were precisely what the novel demanded of its 



characters. Lacking any previously established sense f?om other fictional settings of how 

Robin might be expected to think and feel, it is not surprishg that Robin's "entry into the 

[novel form would bel both sideways and uncertain" ( 172). This marginal position would 

also affect the depiaion of deception and irnpersonation by Robin Hood and his followers 

in the Nueteenth-century novel. 

Su Walter Scott is widely regarded as the father of the hisoncal novel. He was 

also the k t  writer to depict Robin Hood in a novel. albeit not as the main character. 

Born in 1771, Scott was the son of an Edinburgh solicitor and had train& as a lawyer 

himself before writing nich popular romantic and hiaorical poems as I .ay of 

Minstrel and 'Inem of *Lake. He essentiaily gave up poetry in 18 1 3. kding that his 

works were being outsold by those of Byroa which, as a "literary capitalist" (Crawford 

12), he did not appreciate. He turned instead to creating his lavishly detailed historical 

novels, starting with the Waverk senes in 1814. In 18 19 he published his classic 

which instantly received "universal acclamation" (Pearson 142) and ranks arnong 

the "most forceful and imaginative contributions of early-nineteenth century Rornanticism 

to the Robin Hood legend" (Dobson and Taylor 56). However. that does not mean Robin 

plays a central role in the book. 

Robin is obviously not the title character of W. Foilowing Major and 

Munday, the novel is set in the reign of Richard 1. It is founded on the prernise that 

"[four] generations had not sufficed to blend the hostile blood of the Nomans and Anglo- 

Saxons, or to unite, by comrnon language and mutual interests, two hostile races, one of 

which still felt the elation of triumph, while the other groaned under al1 the consequences 

of defeat" (Scott 8). Holt terms this prernise "fdse," saying: "By [the time of Richard I] 

statesmen had ceased to be concemed about the conffict between Engiish and Norman and 

noted that among freemen the two could no longer be distinguished" ( 1 83). Indulging the 

nineteenth-century penchant for belief in a longstandmg English nationalism, Scott creates 

a scenarïo in which Norman and Saxon nobles clash in love and warfare. Robin is coopted 
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to assin the more authentically English Saxons a g a k t  the compt Nomians of French 

ancestry, who "display neither rnagnanùnity nor chivalry to the defeated" (Johnson 1 : 

739). 

A brief plot summary is necessary to grasp the xope and concems of m. 
WiEed of Ivanhoe, son of Cedric the Saxon, has been banished by his father for being in 

love with Rowena, Cedric's ward, who is supposed to marry another Saxon noble who 

might have a chance of gaining the English throne someday. M e r  fightuig with Richard 1 

in the Crusades, Ivanhoe returns to England incognito to discover that Prince John is 

aiming to seize power himself. Henceforth, Ivanhoe stniggies against compt Norman 

knights of John's camp, such as Bnan de Bois-Guilbert and Philip de Malvoisin. 

confronthg them at a jousting tolunament at Ashby and at the siege of Torquilstone 

Castle. from which he must rescue Cedric and Rowena, as well as the wealthy Jew Isaac 

and his daughter Rebecca, who captures the heart of Bois-Guilbert and nearly Ivanhoe's 

too. Robin's main part is to assist in the siege "as military support and security to the 

forces of good" O(night 173). aithough he also serves a usew narrative fùnction 

throughout the book-other characters fiequently cross his path in the forest and reveal 

their attitudes and intentions in the process. After the siege, it turns out that Rebecca has 

been spiriteci away by Bois-Guilbert, but she has also been charged with witchcrafl by the 

Catholic order of the Knights Templar. At her trial by combat, Ivanhoe rescues the 

Jewess but does not marry her. Instead, King Richard regains power and oversees the 

marriage of Ivanhoe and his original love interest. Rowena. 

Evidently. deception and impersonation in comection with Robin Hood do not 

feature prorninently in -. Knight speculates that Scott "saw [Robin] as a distinctly 

anti-authoritarian figure and in that case may well have wanted to restrain the force of 

someone so inherently threatening from a Tory viewpoint" (1  76). This explanation is 

reasonably plausible, given Scott's interest in things medieval and likely correspondhg 

knowledge of the original Robin Hood ballads, whose subversive implications have 
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already been discussed. On the other hand. Robin's diminished role as an instigator of 

action in general and specifically as a trickster may be simply due to the fact that 

is at heart an ariaocratic romance, and Scott has constmed Robin as a yeoman. But 

Robin is a loyal yeoman, conservative in the extreme and devoted to the concepts of 

Englishness and just monarchicai de. wilike his medieva1 forebear. He is not out to 

foment trouble. He supports good nobles. He has a quiet reserve and a sense of mord 

and social propriety, not unlike that which the nobles he ends up aiding are nipposed to 

have. 

The first time Robin speaks in Ivanhoe is at the archery contest jua  before the 

jousting at Ashby aans .  Here, he performs a minor impersonation; that is to Say, he is not 

fully fia& and forthcorning when Prince John asks him who he is. He answen with the 

alias of Locksley innead (Scott 150). By the t h e  of Scott's writing, that name had been 

used for severai centuries as a synonym for Robin Hood; naturally, Prince John, being a 

fictional characier, would not realize that. but an informeci reader should be able to guess 

the real identity of "the stout well-set yeoman ... arrayed in Lincoln green" (80). Using an 

alias, though, is not much of a tnck. But Robin's near-defiant mien when talking to the 

Prince betrays his hostility to the forces of evil that threaten to ovemn England, and in 

that rnanner he demonstrates his adherence to the conservative political position he will 

continue to espouse throughout the novel. 

It seems that everyone wants to know who Robin is in -, but he will not 

reveal his name until he sees fit. Cedric's servants Gurth and Wamba meet Robin in the 

woods afker the Ashby toumament is over. and they hint at their interest in his identity. 

But Robin is not to be drawn. He tells them politely, if somewhat condescendingly. that 

they should rnind their own business: "'Mine honest fiiends.' replied the yeoman, 'who or 

what 1 am is M e  to the purpose'" (206). Intnguingly, he even elaborates by saying that 

"whether [he is] known by one name or another" (206) does not concem them, but the 

sense that narnes carry innate significance is not present as it was in "Robin Hood and Guy 
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of Gisborne." Rather, Robin has a gentlemady sense of discretion. He identifies with the 

values of his social betters. He does not hide his real outlaw identity merely for his own 

saféty or sense of personal honor. He believes that being able to operate undercover will 

help him to do the most good in the service of his beloved England at this time, which is in 

no way a subversive purpose. 

Reading Robin's motivations for hiding his name as patriotic is supported by the 

next scene in which soineone wants to h d  out who he is. This time, just before the 

storming of Torquilstone, Robin is dealing with King Richard hirnseK However, he does 

not know that. Richard is stili disguiseci as the Black Knight who did valiant deeds at 

Ashby. Like Ivanhoe's, the King's disguise is a simple matter of convenience. Richard 

wishes to move unknown amidst his enemies until the time is right to take power again. In 

this case. Robin questions the Black Knight to ensure this man is no traitor who will 

betray him and his supporters as they go to rescue Cedric and his Party. Robin insists that 

the Black Knight be both "a good knight and a good Englishmm," prepared to do his duty 

as a "true-boni native of England" (2 12) should. Though not revealing his narne, the 

knight replies affumatively, and asks in return to know who Robin is. Robin's reply is 

proof positive that his motivations for conceaiing his identity are both patriotic and 

consemative, not subversive: "'1 am, said the forester, 'a nameless man; but I am the fnend 

of my country, and of my countqb friends. With this account of me you must for the 

present remain satisfied, the more especialfy since you yourself desire to continue 

unknown. Believe, however, that my word, when pledged, is as inviolate as if 1 wore 

golden spurs"' (2 12-2 13). The reference to "golden spurs" seals the point. Robin accepts 

the aristocratie code of honor. He sees being able to keep a secret as an expression of his 

adherence to that code. And he accepts the status quo. 

Mer  depicting the successful storming of Torquilstone, Scott provides a scene 

that illustrates perfectly how Robin's deeds of deception and irnpersonation are not totally 

necessary in the contexi of this nineteenth-century novel; but when they take place, they 
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aiready made a public show of his concern for maintaining the stmctures of society by 

dividing the booty fiom Torquiistone, before the eyes of the Black Knight, into portions 

for "the church," "a sort of public treasury," "widows and children" of those who died in 

battle, and so on (Scott 356). He has also learned the Black Knight's true identity and 

received a royal pardon for any illegal deeds cornmitted during England's irregular and 

"turbulent times" (456) while Richard I was away. Now Robin invites Richard to a 

celebratory feast in the greenwood dong with his merry men. Aithough a good time is 

had by a.ü, Robin gets worried when he sees the King entering into the spirit of the 

occasion with great gusto and familiarity with the outlaws. Robin's womes are twofold: 

he fears the King is wasting "tirne which the circumstances of his kingdom rnay render 

precious" (472), as P M C ~  John is stiil on the loose, and he a h  feus that the outlaws will 

forget themselves and overstep the bounds of familiarity with the King, for he wonders 

" how soon cause of offence may arise, [and] how w a d y  it may be received" if this 

hâppens (473). So he makes the very interesting decision to fool the King into thinking it 

is t h e  to get up and go. Rather than simply warning Richard that time is being wasted. 

Robin orders one of his men to slip away and blow a bugle blast sounding like the cal1 of 

the evil Norman knight Philip de Malvoisin. Once everyone has leaped up and made ready 

for battle, Robin tells the King what he has done and begs pardon for being so 

presumptuous as to deceive Richard "for his own advantage" (474). Though Richard is 

momentariiy angry, it soon passes as he realizes Robin is nght and it is time to go. 

When Robin confesses his trickery, it is notable that his manner is "rather 

respectfil than submissive" as he readies himseif for reproof by Richard (474). But his 

manner reflects the self-confidence that is a consistent hallrnark of Robin Hood throughout 

his literary history, rather than any disrespect for Richard or the kingfy office he holds. It 

is not subversive in any way. Ln the W, Robin feels free to violate a vow to the King so 

he uui regain the liberty of the greenwood in the end; by contrast, when we last see Robin 
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in he provides a military escort for the King on his joumey. He manifests total 

concem for the welfare of his sovereign, which in tum removes "any slight gnidge which 

[Richard] rnight retain on account of the deception the outlaw captain had practised upon 

him" (475). The King is so pleased he reiterates "his full pardon and fùture favour" for 

Robin (475). Their interests are one. Robin's trickery, therefore, is not a significant 

problem from the standpoint of the highest authority in the land. In this episode. 

deception is no more than an ornamentai feahire, a standard f-e of the reperioire of 

the crafty outlaw chef It serves the interests ofthe state, but does not comment on the 

politicai or social situation. Robin's tnckery merely provides some assistance as far as 

resolving the conflict at the heart of the novel. Scott's conclusion says the events in 

IYanhae were important in moving toward the end of the "hostile distinction of Norman 

and Saxon" (5 15) and making England more peacefùl. Robin's periodic appearances 

throughout the novel assist with the unity of the plot, but his main contribution is the spirit 

of straightforward, conservative patriotism which he represents. 

On the evidence of Thomas Love Peacock's correspondence, one might think that 

his novel Maid Marian wouid present a portrait of a more subversively deceptive Robin 

Hood than W. Peacock, bom in 1785. chose to forgo the security of being a 

London merchant like his father, but began writing witty. satincal novels and poetry to 

suppon hirnself, although he did join the East India Company out of necessity in 18 19. 

The year before, Peacock wote to Percy Shelley: "1 am writing a cornic Romance of the 

Twelfth Century, which I shail make the vehicle of much oblique satire on al1 the 

oppressions that are done under the s u "  (qtd. in Mulvihill93). Peacock was at pains to 

distinguish his Robin Hood opus f?om Scott's, waiting three years to publish it &er the 

latter's popular success. Given the ironic and subversive commentary implicit in Robin's 

acts of deception and impersonation in ballads before 1500, it might seem fiom the letter 

to Shelley that Peacock intended to r e m  to the rough humor and sharp anti- 

authoritarianism of the medieval period. But Maid belies that assumption. It is an 
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it with an "innovative reshaping of the Robin Hood traditionn (1 83). Knight also States: 

"The satincal thrust of Maid Manans to criticize and undermine the growing use of 

medieval material as a conservative manoeuvren (182). Others bave criticized its 

inconsistencies in focus and tone. Dobson and Taylor dub it "a disappointing comrnentary 

on Peacock's inability to handle the materid he had pillaged fkom [ballad anthologist 

Joseph] Ritson," and cite it as an example of "the impossibility of reconciling the outlaw 

legend with a modem literary sensibility" (56). Both viewpoints have sorne validity; they 

are not wholiy incompatible. But in tems of how Maid handles deception and 

impersonation, it must be said that Robin cornes off as a merry prankster senire in his 

aristocratie background. Peacock's intentions are satical at the outset, but he does not 

~ c c e e d  in irnposing the spirit of his argument on the actions and demeanor of his Robin 

Hood character. In fact, the novel tends more and more toward the cornic rather than the 

satirical as it goes on, and it arrives finally at an acceptance. though by no means a 

wholehearted espousai, of the conservative status quo. 

Before analyzing the relevant instances of deception and impersonation in M& 

Manas a summary of the novel's action is useful. The wedding ceremony of Robert Fitz- 

0 0 t h  Earl of Locksley and Huntington, and Matilda Fimater, the daughter of the Baron 

of Ariingford, is intempted when envoys of King Henry barge into the church and try to 

capture the Earl for two reasons: he has been hunting royal deer, and he is also in debt to 

the Abbot of Doncaster. The Earl fights his way past them and fiees to Shenvood Forest, 

where he takes the name of Robin Hood and is joined by other outlaws. Despite her 

prospective husband's outlawing, Matilda remains in love with Robin. Despite her fathets 

annoyance, she keeps slipping away to visit Robin in the greenwood, where she is known 

as Maid Marian. Prince John is in love with Marian himselc and tries to gain her by force 

by besieging the castle of Arlin&ord. Though the attempt fails, both Marian and her 

father are forced to escape to Shenvood and join Robin's group, as the Baron's lands have 



been seized. After this episode, Robin, Marian, and the Baron spend sorne time wandering 

around the land together, panicipating in incidents that are drawn largely fiom 

seventeenth-century baîiads, which is where deception and impersonation often corne in- 

but with the same lack of subversive edge as those bdads of two centuries earlier. At the 

end, King Richard's return fiom the Holy Land restores order to England, although the 

subsequent accession of Prince John obliges the outlaws ro go back to the greenwood. 

There is evidence that Peacock wanted to send up not jus  the former institutions 

that domlliated medievai England-feudal monarchy and Cathoiicism--but also the 

"reactionas, crowned heads of Europe" and social abuses of his own day (Butler 147). 

However, his use of deception and impersonation does not redy contribute to its 

skewering of "topical concems" (Mulvihill 94). Earlier on, Peacock is notably prone to 

inserting authorid quips such as "[Slhe had ... an obsolete habit of aiways telling the truth 

and keeping her word, which Our enlightened age has discarded with other barbarisms" 

(73), or "To give freely to one man what [the King] had taken from another was 

generosity of which he was very capable" (89). But this is direcî ironic statement; it is not 

satire that stems fiom the implications of acts of trickery. The second haif of the book is 

much more about Robin's merry jesting, as Peacock seemingly loses sight of his original 

objectives. perhaps because his satire has "too many targets" @obson and Taylor 57). 

The first instance of deception and impersonation in Maid is related 

second-hand by the Sheriff of Nottingham to Sir Rdph Montfaucon, the King's man who 

has been sent to catch Robin. The tale he telis is a straightfonvard adaptation of the non- 

medievai bailad "Robin Hood and the Bishop." As with the ballad, the thma of the tale is 

the humiliation of the medieval Catholic establishment, which carries no satirical or 

subversive weight as far as contemporary concems go. The humor of Robin's disguising 

himselfas an old woman is retained, aithough the jokes seem a bit flatter than in the 

bailad. This effect occurs because the Sheriff does not tell the aory in his own voice with 

al1 the accornpanying indignation and spluttering. Rather, it is told as third-person 
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narrative, with phrases like "how the merrymen of Nottingham laughed at the abbot: how 

the abbot railed at the old woman, and how the old woman out-railed the abbot" (Peacock 

69). 

Robin makes only occasional appearances in the opening halfof the novel (which, 

after ail, is called Maid Marian). But he emerges more f d y  as a proponent of mers, 

trickery once he has joined forces with Marian and her father. and the three are together in 

Sherwood Forest. The second instance of deception and impersonation is also an 

adaptation of a seventeenth-century bdad, "Robin and Men a Dale." Peacock &ses his 

verbal wit into the sequence where Robin dresses up as a harper to enter the church and 

rescue Allen's bride eom rnarriage to an old knight. Robin's fun at the expense of the 

presiding Catholic bishop is considerably more sophisticated than in the original. in which 

he was a ycoman. Instead ofjua saying, "Helio, I'm here to play the harp, but I'd like to 

see the bride and bridegroom first," he engages in repartee with the bishop. The repartee 

is in itsetf a reflection of Robin's aristocratic identification, for he  has access to a 

vocabulary that easily surpasses that of an ordinary yeoman. For example, he says that 

"for [a cup of sack] 1 will sing the praise of the donor in Io@ verse, and emblazon him 

with any virtue which he may wish to have the credit of possessing, without the trouble of 

practising" (124); he also asks the impudent question, "[lin what branch of my art shaü I 

exercise rny faculty? 1 am passing weil in all, fkom the anthem to the glee, and fiom the 

dirge to the coranto" ( 1%). The resolution of the confiict is exactly the m e  as in the 

original, as Allen gains his bride and Little John recites the b m s  swen times. So 

Peacock's embroidering of the episode serves no thematic or plot-related purpose except 

to hcrease its humor value and show off the authof s wit. Robin's nattering about music 

to the undisceming bishop is simply his indulgence in the joys of play-acting. 

This thespian tendency is arnplified when Robùi, Marian, and the Baron "[disguise] 

themselves as pilgrims retumed fkom Palestine" (128), as the Baron is being escorted to a 

refuge near the forest of Barnesdale. One incident dong the way obliges them to engage 
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in substantial tnckery; but again it reflects no subversive intentions. ody a highly 

developed sense of nui. The three are sighted one evening by a lady owning a nch cade, 

and they are invited in to visit with her. S he hopes to hear news of her husband from these 

pilgrims, as he is nirrently fighting in the Holy Land. It is arnusing how the Baros aiming 

to maintain the group's impersonation, relates "his own adventures [which he had in 

Palestine in his youth] as having happened" to the lady's husband (129). Robin increases 

the hurnorousness of the scene by giving the lady a description of her husband based on a 

portrait on the wall, which he concludes to be the man in question after "making a 

calculation of the influences of tirne and war, which he weighed with a cornparison of the 

lady's age" (129). When the lady is "completely deceived" by their stories (1 30). there is 

no implicit commentary on her intelligence in relation to her aristocratie statu, or on her 

appetite for tales of war, or on her inability to discem the reai significance of the pilgrims' 

costumes, or on anythg else. Robin and his fiiends have managed to keep their disguises 

intact, and they have had a good time doing so. The exercise of wit is paramount in this 

episode. 

Once the Baron has been delivered to his place of refuge. Robin has another 

chance to engage in deception and irnpersonation. Even more so than in the previous 

case, he is strictly out for fun. He and Marian decide to change their costumes for safety's 

sake, donning "the habits and appurtenances of wandering minstrelsn ( 1 44). Absolutely 

nothing happens to them until they arrive at a river near Sherwood and see a fenyboat 

moored on the other side. Then they hear someone singing a Song with the refrain of 

"Jolly. jolly rover," which sets the tone for the silliness that is to corne. When the singing 

ferryman cornes into sight, it tum out to be Friar Tuck. So Robin decides to trick Friar 

Tuck by maintaining the minstrel disguise and picking a fight with him: "'He will scarcely 

know us.' said Robin; 'and if he do not, I will break a staff with him for sport'" ( 146). 

Essentially, Robin's provocations result in a reenacîment of the post-medieval ballad 

"Robin Hood and the Curtd Friar," in which Robin obliges the friar to carry hirn across 



the river on his back and then gets dunked himself The difference here is that Robin and 

the fiar are already acquaintances, so this is fun between fnends. M e r  the hearty 

quarterstaff fight, Friar Tuck shows he is d l  too aware of Robin's motives for the 

deception: "Robin, joIly Robin, he buys a jest dearly that pays for it with a bloody 

coxcomb" (148). But for Peacock's nineteenth-century version of R o b k  the price is weil 

worth it. Cornic merriment and showing off for Maid Marian are what Robin treasures, 

not the subversive, anti-authoritaian trickery of his predecessors in the medieval ballads. 

The final çequence involving deception and impersonation occurs when Kuig 

Richard returns incognito to his kingdom. The King is riding through Sherwood when he 

is accosted by Maid Marian, who tells him he has to dine with Robin this night. regardless 

of his wishes. Marian is dressed as a man, a "fhe young outlaw" (158). The King takes 

exception to her giving orders, and says he would prefer not to have to thrash such a boy 

for insolence. Marian's response offers uisight into her reasons for impersonating a male 

outlaw: "'Perhaps,' said the youth, 'my strength is more than my seeming, and my mnning 

more than my strength. Therefore let it please your knighthood to dismount"' ( 1 5 9). 

These words c m  be interpreted in several ways: Marian wishes to put her fighting 

prowess to the test; she wants to show that women can fight just as well as men; she is 

unwiiling to let the knight beg off from a fight, especiaily after he has been condescending 

toward her. But there is also an underlying sense of fun in this scene, which Marian 

wishes to enjoy. She neither knows nor cares that it is King Richard confionting her. 

Like Robin in the fenyboat incident, she is just happy to have a chance for a good fight. 

Peacock's couching the fight scene in mildly satirical but humorous terms 

establishes the basicaily harmiess nature of this encounter: "Hereupon, which in those 

days was usually the result of a meeting berneen any two persons anpwhere, they 

proceeded to fight" (159). The fight Nms out to be totaliy non-lethai, with "no worse 

injury than that the knight had wounded the forester's jerkin, and the forester had disabled 

the knight's plume" by the tirne F r k  Tuck enters to break it up and expose Marian's 
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impersonation ( 160). Peacock's intention may be to dispel faise romantic notions about 

how jolly and carefree the Middle Ages were. But as Manan, Friar Tuck, and the King 

head back to the outlaw camp together in good fellowship, he perhaps inadvertently 

conveys the impression that those rimes really were jolly and carefree, worthy of being 

remembered with nostalgia. 

When Richard reveals his true identity among the outlaws, the conclusion of Maid 

M- cornes surprisingly close to the hap pily-ever-after feel of the 1 93 8 movie & 

d v m  of -. Even though Friar Tuck drops a sardonic remark about 

Robin and Richard both being true to the " p ~ c i p l e s  of fieebootery" in their own spheres 

of authority (168). that does not diminish the sense of the gracious monarch restonng 

privilege and honor to the outlaws who have served EngIand in their rough way during 

Richard's absence. It is tnie that the novel admits in a final paragraph which is aimoa like 

a footnote that Robin and Marian would retum to the greenwood after "the usurpation of 

John" ( 1 7 1 ). But this incident has nothing of the assertion of independence that Robin's 

concluding escape to the greenwood in the Ci& bespeaks. Rather, James Mulvihill's 

observation about Robin's insistence on governing in Shenvood sums up the idealized 

quality of his rulership: "Despite, then, the occasional satiric parallels drawn by Friar Tuck 

between it and any other govemment ... the society established in Sherwood Forest is 

presented dong the lines of similar utopian societies found elsewhere in Peacock" (100). 

in the find analysis, Robin's Shenvood exists beyond the realm of social cornmentary, with 

Peacock "content to present the forest outlaw as a figure of nostalgie and idyiiic 

'romance'" (Dobson and Taylor 57). Such a setting facilitates the construing of deception 

and impersonation as tools for fun, atmospheric content, and acquiexence to the status 

quo. Robin is engaged pnmarily with personal rather than political issues. Peacock's 

witty, lively narration rnakes Maid worth reading, but its use of trickery does not 

match his original intent to create biting social satire. 
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In many respects, Howard Pyle's A d v a e s  of Robin provides 

an even better example than Maid of how the use of deception and impersonation 

in nineteenth-century Robin Hood literaîure contrasts with its use in the medievai bdlads. 

The Amencan author's 1 883 book consists of an ingenious Uitegration of both medieval 

and later ballads, entertainingly retold but sanitized to meet late nineteenth-century 

standards of what was appropriate reading material for chiidren. By this point, the 

episodes on which Pyle draws should aLready be familiar; hence, a detailed plot summary 

of the book is not necessary. However, prior to considering the implications of Pyle's 

reworking of various tnckery-oriented tales, it is instructive to look at the author himseif 

and the context in which he created this still-popular work. 

Born in 1853 in Wilmington, Delware, Pyle actualiy went on to make more of a 

name for hirnselfas an illustrator than an author in his own IifetUne. His "bold wood-cut 

style of illustration" becarne popular @ght 203), and he even set up an art school for 

Amencan artists in his hometown. By the time of his death in 19 1 1, he had received 

recognition as a member of the National Academy of Design. However, today his 

reteilings of Robin Hood and King Arthur are primarily responsible for maintainhg his 

reputation. Qle  belonged to a religious minority. the Quakers, and Knight surmises an 

accompanying interest "in the stubborn reformist strength of the outlaw" was what likely 

drew Pyle to Robin Hood in the first place (203). But given the Quakers' pacifism and 

refusai to bear arms, it seems somewhat dubious that Pyle would choose Robin as an 

exemplary vehicle for delivering a message of social refom. The contents of 

es of attest to a much more innocent purpose. 

Despite drawing on many of the bloody and subversively inciined Robin Hood 

ballads of the medieval period the book has an altogether different atmosphere. which 

affects its depiction of deception and impersonation. Lightheartedness, a youtffil 

capacity for wonder, and a sense that good deeds mean something are among the book's 

predominant characteristics. These qualities are evoked in large part by the narrator's 
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near-obsessive, mantra-like repetition of the word "merry. " It becomes nearly impossible 

not to smile while read'ig, no matter what is being describeci, because eveqding is so 

merry. The fbst page of the 1883 edition contains "merry" five times, even though the top 

halfof the page consists of artwork. And Iater passages reinforce "the bracing simplicity 

and naive strengthn of the narrative (Knight 204): "Up rose Robin Hood one meny morn 

when all the birds were singing biithely among the mes. and up rose al1 his meny men 

each fellow washing his head and hands in the cold brown brook that leaped laughing from 

stone to stone" (Pyle 5). Such a world is far removed from the grim Me-and-death 

struggles of the Robin Hood in medieval ballads who is depicted as facing a barrage of 

politicai, econornic, and social evils. Pyle's Robin, though a yeoman, has none of the 

concerns of his medieval predecessor. 

Consequently. episodes of deception and impersonation in Pyle's book are orienteci 

toward merriment, even when they are based on tales that were anything but merry 

origindy. A tarner, more conservative Robin is the result. The author's introduction 

explicitly denies that this is a serious book: it is said to deal with "innocent laughter that 

can h m  no one" and characters who are "al1 living the memest of merry lives" (vii). 

Pyle's reworkings of two medieval selections in particular illustrate the essentially 

conservative flavor of his book. These include chapters II and In. of Part Second of The 

A d v a e s  of Robin, entitled "Little John goes to the Fair at Nottingham 

Town" and "How Little John lived at the SherifPs House," which correspond to fyttes 3 

and 4 of the W (in which Little John enters the SherifPs s e ~ c e ,  lures away his cook to 

the greenwood, and tricks the sheriff into coming to look at "green deer"), and chapter I 

of Part Eighth, "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisboume," which corresponds to the medieval 

ballad of the same name. 

In chapters II and III. Little John's motivations for tricking the Sheriff are difrent  

fiom his approach in the W. After winning a public quarterstaffcompetition (rather 

than a shooting match as in the original), the giant outlaw accepts the ShentFs invitation 
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to joui his service. But this deception is not motivated by a desire to "quyte hym [the 

S h e a  well his mede" (W 90). or "pay the S h e r E o u ~ "  for his persecution of Robin's 

band of outlaws, as Dobson and Taylor define the medievai phrase. Rather. Pylefs text 

notes that Little John "thought he might find some merry jest, should he enter the SheritPs 

servicen (Pyle 64). An opportunity to engage in comic or burlesque action is what spurs 

hirn on. That is just what he experiences in his fight with the cook six months later. as the 

terse description of that scene in the is replaceci by an extended fun-filled sequence 

with the two feasting and singing before they fight and then decide to leave for Sherwood 

together (67-74). 

Having already duped the Sheriff by posing as Reynold Greenleg Little John aiso 

makes off with as much siiver plate as "[he and his new fnend] could lay hands upon" 

(74). But when Robin sees his lieutenant's plunder, he does not approve of the trickery 

leading to the thefi. In the w, Robin only says that it obviously "was never by [the 

Sheriffs] gode wyll/Ths [plunder]" (94) feu into the outlawsf hands. Hence, a certain 

sofiening of Robin's traditional adversarial attitude toward local authorities is evident in 

The A d v w .  In an earlier episode the Sheriff forfeited three hundred pounds to 

the outlaws, but Robin fiels that recently "he hath done nought that [the outlaws] should 

steal his household platen (Pyle 74). M e r  Little John nins off, finds the Sheriff, and tells 

hirn to come and see the flock of "green d e r "  nearby, Robin shows remarkable mers, to 

his enemy when he has been caught. uutead of beating and robbing the man, Robin just 

gives him a cup of wine and cornrnents: " p o w ]  thou comest seeking to do no h m .  nor 

do I know that thou hast despoiled any man" (76). In a stunning reversal of the 

conventions of the medievai ballads. Robin says that the Sheriff has been behaving better 

than "fat pnests and lordly squires" (76). so he cm go home and take his silver with him. 

This conclusion credits Robin with a degree of chivairy and courtesy toward the Sheriff 

that would have been unthinkable in the medieval bdads.  It demonstrates that tnckery in 
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this nineteenth-century interpretation does not incline toward the subversive or the 

vengea but oui W s h  a certain degree of moral instruction dong with amusement. 

The chapter "Robin Hood and Guy of Gïsbourne" is inherently a darker and more 

violent episode. but still Pyle manages to divest Robin's acts of deception and 

impersonation of the dangerous connotations which they carry in the original bailad. 

Encountering the homfic figure of Guy clad in horsehide, Robin soon learns that he has 

not to deal with the mercenary knight that the bailad presents, but with another outlaw of 

opprobrious character. Though Robin holds back on ident-g himself, Guy has no 

qualms: "As for my name, 1 care not who knows it. It is Guy of ûisbourne" (258). Guy 

still looks weird, but he is not as frightening as his predecessor in the ballad. The 

cofiontation between Robin and Guy has less of a mythic dimension to it. Guy is a 

caricaîure of evil, which to the nineteenth-century muid would present less problems to the 

youthful reader than the implacable, subhuman energy he conveys in the original. Here, he 

is the sort of villain who has to tell everyone just how eM1 he is. Guy's outlandish boasting 

illustrates this point: "As for the slaying of wobin Hood]. it gaiieth me not a whit. for 1 

would shed the blood of my own brother for the half of two hundred poundsn (258). Such 

words in a fictional context a m d y  tend to make the villain less fnghtening. 

Mer Robin has beaten Guy at archery, identified himseIf, and slain the villain, he is 

not vicious as he moves into his next irnpersonation. He does not feel inclined to deface 

the corpse in token of his contempt for Guy and the authorities who sent this man d e r  

him. Instead, he states: "This is the first man 1 have slain since 1 shot the King's forester 

in.. .my youth" (260). Two killings in an entire career is not much for Robin Hood 

compared to his bloody deeds in medieval literature. This d e r ,  sanitized Robin is ideal 

for the inculcation of conservative values in children. His ghastly glee in killing Guy in the 

medieval bailad reinforces his otherness, his unwillingness to participate in society at large. 

Here, however, his tond-dom approach to violent trickery makes him seem a benefactor 



of society, "for the terror of Guy of Gisbourne's name and of his doings had spread fa. and 

near" (26 1). 

Robin's last deception in this episode, which involves the liberation of Little John 

from the Sheriffs clutches, is equdly toneddown. Though dealing with a practical 

matter--Robin wiII not let his &end be executed-the ciifference between Robin's approach 

here and in the medieval ballad is unmiaakable. As previously, Robin is disguised as Guy 

when he approaches Litde John, having gained the right nom the scomfùi Sheriff to put 

John to death. But in this case, the SheriflPs rude comments do not seal his doom. When 

Robin releases Little John and the two tum upon the SherEand his henchrnen, the price 

the Sheriffpays is merely an arrow in the behind: "For a month aflenvards the poor 

SheriEcould sit upon nought but the softest cushions that could be gotten for hmn (268). 

This is jua one case in which Pyle seems to let the S herifF off easily, especially in 

cornparison to the medieval tales. The implication is that, in Pyle's view, there are definite 

limits as to how far one can go in fiouting the legally established arm ofjustice. The 

authors of the original stones presented a much more radical alternative- In Pyle's book 

Robin cannot be a mass murderer, since the use of deception and imperçonation is not 

permitted to transgress the boundaries of d e  m e d e n t .  The statu quo is not in danger. 

if one views The m e s  of as Pyle's conservative tribute 

to a vital legend of the Anglo-American heritage, his decision to offer the reader a chance 

to opt out of the book's last scene of evil trickery makes sense. The "Epilogue" describes 

how Robin is bled to death by the treacherous Prioress of Kirkiees and dies in Little John's 

arms. It is a rare example of successful trickery by a villain, and the murder is described in 

more detail than in the parallel account at the end of the &SI, where Robin is said to have 

been "betrayed" (Gest 1 12) by the "wycked woman" (1 1 1) whose motivations are 

somehow related to her love for a certain Sir Roger of Doncaster. On the whole, Robin's 

death forms a minor strand in his tradition since the medieval period. in q>lets version the 

author does not force his audience to read about Robin's death: "1 d not bid you foiiow 
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me further, but will drop your hand here with a "good den," if you wish it" (289). PyIe 

realizes that tragedy must inevitably diminish the merry feeling that the text has been 

dedicated to building thus far. Even the beautifid, poignant marner in which Robin's death 

is depiaed does not juste causing injury to the feelings of young readers who may not be 

prepared to accept how harsh life c m  be. So pexmitting the drawing of a curtain over this 

rueful scene is an ideai solution. Deception and impersonation, whether good or bad, thus 

fail to assume the level of importance they possess in the medieval texts. Pyle does not 

treat these devices as having social impact; nor does he define Robin's character on the 

basis of trickery. The Merrv of Hood exias in its own utopian 

framework of the good old days, where submission to authority is unconscious and 

trickery is happily unthinking: "But though great changes came, they did not reach to 

Shenvood's shades.. .for it was M e  the out side striving of the world troubled them" (256). 

Tennyson's l&e Foresfers approaches deception and impersonation in similar 

fashion, treating them as mere ornamental features of its Robin Hood scenarios. This 

1892 drama is not generally viewed as one of its author's best works. Despite prerniering 

with some "success on the New York stage" (Martin 578) seven months before Tennyson 

died at age 83, it has been dismisseci by commentators then and now as an ephemerai 

footnote to the career of the man acclaimed as follows in his biographical note in the 1929 

: "No Living poet has ever held England ...q uite so long under his 

unbroken sway as Tennyson did." Tennyson's career as the leading poet of the Vïctonan 

era needs no introduction, ranging as it does fiom the extended philosophical lament of In 

Memoriam to the tub-thurnping cadences of "The Charge of the Light Brigade." But 

Tennyson never did as well with his plays as with his verse, and fhe Foresters receives 

scant notice in cntical writings. Still, its portrayal of  Robin Hood as a full-fledged fun- 

loving gentleman in fancy dress epitomizes the funaions that deception and impersonation 

play in the literature of the nineteenth century. 
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Tennyson, it feels a bit holiow, as "the neatness of this Robin Hood re-creation cornes in 

part from its fiil1 reliance on sources" (KRight 199). It is a mixture of blank verse dialogue 

and some original songs by Tennyson. The storyline of this patriotic four-act play is 

simple. Robk the Earl of Huntington, is celebrating his thirtieth birthday and invites to 

the feast, among others, Marian and her father Sir Richard Lea, who is in danger of losing 

his lands to the Abbot, who Ioaned him two thousand marks to ransom his son Walter 

overseas at the Crusades. The festivities take place under the shadow of ongoing 

oppression of humble Saxons by Norman nobles. A h ,  P ~ c e  John is in love with Marian 

and wants to get her any way he can. lun after the feast, the Prince has Robin proclaimed 

an outlaw for sheltering "some that broke the forest laws" (Te~yson  35). Robin Bees to 

Shewood Forest to become the leader of the outlaws that iive there. He enjoys a merry 

Life till Prince John, the Sheriff, and a mercenary enter the forest to hunt hirn dom. Robin 

evades them, fkst by disguising hirnselfas an old woman and then by fighting them off 

Marian and her father intercede in the fight, and Robin. though not recogninng his 

beloved ùi her armour at fist, is won reunited with her. A sighting of faines and the 

coronation of Marian as Forest Queen follow, neither of which has much bearing on the 

plot. The conclusion in Act N brings the retum of good King Richard to England and the 

retum of Robin and Marian to their aristocratie life at the King's court. as Marian's father 

gets to keep his land. 

This play marks the Ml-scale gentrification of Robin Hood in an atmosphere of 

nostalgia. The sirnilarities between its plot and that of Peacock's Maid are readily 

observable. Accordingiy. it uses deception and impersonation, not to generate subversive 

commentary as in the medieval ballads, but as simple dramatic devices: charaders tly to 

avoid detedon, comic and burlesque action ensues, romantic tension between lovers 

escalates, and so on. In llm~ F w ,  disguise is the principal method of deception, but 

moving freely across social boundaries is never an issue as it was in medieval texts. This is 
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social structures. There are four major instances of disguise in the play that merit analysis. 

First. there is Prince John's infiltration of Robin's birthday party in Act 1. 

Disguised as a "holy Palmert' (28). John has a simple a h :  he wants to see Marian and find 

out "ifher beauties answer their report" (18). He is much less interested in the periodic 

cries of "Dom with John! " that echo through Robin's feasting hall. His lack of interest is 

an early indication that The Foresters iittle to say about the inequities of monarchicd 

g o v m e n t .  As Knight notes (198), Robin's criticisms of John are not political either, but 

based on John's aileged nasty treatment of the fair sex: "1 hate him for his want of 

chivalry./He that c m  pluck the flower of maidenhoodErom off the stalk and trample it in 

the mireJAnd boas that he hath trampleci it" (22). John's disguiseci presence at the party, 

then, serves mainly to accentuate the personal enmity between Robin and hirnself. When 

Robin rneets this so-cded holy Palmer who has hidden his face and purports to have a 

vow of silence, Robin exclaims: "1 hate hidden facesn (28). Again the focus is more on 

John's personality than his corrupt politics; and later, he is cded  "the king of vice" (44). 

which comments more on his behavior than his policies. Robin too puts his personal life 

first. as seen by his happiness over receiving Marian's ring when the party is over. The 

fhct that romance takes precedence over rebeliion contributes to the conservative focus of 

the drama. 

Second, Robin's flight to the greenwood and assumption of leadership over the 

outlaws quickly afford him a chance to don a disguise that provides "sheer comedy" 

(Knight 199). In undoubtedly one of the siiliest episodes in ail Robin Hood literature. 

Tennyson reworks the gist of the post-medievai bailad "Robin Hood and the Bishop," 

where Robin exchanges clothes with an old woman to elude his foes. Robin is just 

standing in the forest and soliloquking when suddenly, inexplicably, P ~ c e  John. the 

Sheriff, and a mercenary corne out of nowhere looking for him. Realisticdy, it is 

ridiculous for John to be doing his own dirty work; dramatically, this scenario reinforces 
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quick switch with the fnendly old woman, Tennyson proceeds to drag the joke out for ten 

pages. Not only does Robin play the clown in his new role as he talks to his enemies, but 

he makes the old wornan assist him in ludicrous fashion: "Get thee into the closet there, 

and make a Qhostiy wail ever and anon to scare lem" (49). Aithough Robin bemoans the 

hard lot of the poor now and then f which has been causeci, not by monarchical rule itself. 

but by Prince John's oppressive management), essentially his bantering is pure foolishness. 

And he s w n  proves that he does not even need the disguise in order to save himself. he 

has really just been wasting thne and having fun. When the still-disguised Robin joins his 

enemies in shooting at nightingales, he betrays his real identity with a carelessness that 

could only be intentional. Even mipid Prince John catches on and completes the process 

by tearing off Robin's gown: "Thou standest straight. Thou speakest maniike. Thou art 

no old woman-thou art disguiseci--thou art one of the thieves" (58). The episode is proof 

in itself that deception and impersonation figure more prominently as sources of 

amusement than as political or social commentary in this late Victorian context. 

Third, Maid Marian's attempted intervention in the ensuing fight between Robin 

and his three foes marks another noteworthy case of impersonation. While she does not 

actually participate in the fighting, she stands by in the costume of "a Redcross Knight" 

(59) as her father helps Robin to drive off Prince John and Company. When the vietory is 

won, Sir Richard Lea tells Robin that he cannot have Marian because an outlawed 

husband would not be able to help h i .  pay back his mortgage to the Abbot. Peculiarly, 

after introducing the disguiseci Marian as his ransomed son Walter, Su Richard exits with 

Little John leaving the two lovers alone together. Then the effkcts of Marian's disguise 

are felt. The scene that follows is vaguely reminiscent of the meeting of disguised lovers 

at the ball in Shakespearets -, dthough here Marian has the advantage of 

knowing Robin's identity and Robin thinks she is her brother. Masquerade love-play 

dominates, as Robin speaks of the depth of their affection for each other: "Do you doubt 
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interlocutor is not praising Marian enough, and the escalating tension is brought to a 

climax when he spots Marian's ring on her Gnger. This leads to the removal of the 

disguise Marian donned to elude Prince John and the happy reconciliation of the lovers. 

Marian's impersonation, therefore, is nothing more than a device to heighten the emotional 

tenor of  the scene. Her disguise does not reflect a subversive attitude toward society . 

Fourth, the retum of King Richard in disguise is handled in utterly conventional 

style. LnitiaUy, Richard r d e s  the time is not right for him to reveal himself: "1 must not 

as yet be known" (124). His enemies stiU pose too much of a threat. Richard is subjected 

to some philosophizing by Friar Tuck about the authentic nature of Robin's forest rulership 

and the failure of England's monarch to administer his own realm with equal ski11 ( 1 X), 

another motifpossibly borrowed fiom Peacock's MaidManan. This passage may hint at 

the particuiar type of  status quo Robin is supporting here: in light of the diminished 

power of the monarchy by the nineteenth century, perhaps the loyal English citizen is 

being invited to assume some responsibilities that were previously handled by the 

monarch. But the King appears to bring nich speculation to naught when he finally 

announces his identity: "1 am here and I am he" (142). Significantly, Richard doffs his 

disguise to prevent Prince John from seizing Marian, not so much to assert his iight t o  the 

kingship. Disguise, then becomes the instmment of restonng order, first in the sphere of 

romance, and second in the sphere of  sovereignty. It even seems that Richard's disguising 

himself rnight have been unnecessary. In a setting of loyalism and conservatism, linked by 

Knight to the "concept of a timeless value comected with moral rectitude, English 

triurnphal history and the beauty of the countryside" (20 l), there is no doubt that the 

righâul King will ultimately triumph in this play. The closing song tnumphantly proclaims, 

"Now the King is home again, and nevermore to roam again" (Tennyson 1 5 9 ,  and its 

lyrics brook no dissent, no alternative interpretations--even though the reai King Richard 

only spent a few months in England before le-g again. Deception and impersonation in 
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the merry greenwood forever unscathed in memory. Robin consolidates the greenwood as 

a nostalgie ideal by apostrophizing it: "You seem, as it were,llmmortalW (1 54). The fun- 

loving outlaws' trickery may have aided a little in making England a better place, but their 

trickery is not an essentiai ingredient of the recipe for good order. 

& For- features perhaps the clearest illustration of trends in the use of 

deception and impersonation in the Robin Hood titerature of the nineteenth century. 

Along with W. and Merry A d v w  of R o b i n ,  it reveals 

the gap between the subversive medieval yeoman Robin Hood and the conservative. 

occasionally trick-playing gentleman who would supplant him three hundred years later. 

Instead of reflecting an anti-authoritarian mindset associated with the grievmces of 

yeomen, these nineteenth-centwy works consistently make Robin and his fkiends into 

supporters of upper-class power and hierarchical rule. As in the texts of 1500 to 1800, 

Robin fiequently indulges in deception and impersonation simply to have fun at the 

expense of his foes or conveniently Save his own skin, without any broader criticisms of 

the politics, economy, or social conventions of a comipt society. Nineteenth-century 

novels and plays retain the mischievous, playhl streak established for Robin since 1500, 

but they go further. More often than ever before, they set hirn up as a dispossessed 

member of the nobility. Robin's patnotic opposition to the exaggerated notion of an 

ongoing medieval persecution of Saxons by Nomans precludes trickery that would throw 

into question the mechanism by which justice can be restored, namely, the retum to power 

of good King Rjchard at the top of the hierarchy. Also, his love for Maid Marian, herself 

an aristocrat and a staple figure in Robin Hood literature by now, means that deception 

and impersonation are regularly downgraded to the level of masquerade love-play. Thus, 

a tarner, more conservative Robin Hood is consolidateci for the reading pleasure of 

children and heritage enthusiasts of the Victorian period. Trickery with which Robin is 

associated no longer canies the stigma of social subversion. The alteration of what was 
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such a definitive part of his persona in medieval times results in his becoming a figure of 

gentrifieci nostaigia. Kts powers of trickery no longer threatening, he is consigned to the 

glorious past of England by nineteenth-century writers, having fought as nobly for the 

perpetuation of a traditional English society as the distinguished occupants of the tombs in 

Westminster Abbey. In today's depictions of Robin Hwd, the nineteenth-century 

impression continues to predorninate: Robin is not a dissenter who uses deception and 

impersonation as ways of defining hirnself outside society. 5ut a patriotic supporter of 

hierarchical authority, whose fun-loving ways, romantic spirit, and aristocratie background 

combine to d e  out subversive forms of trickev. This drastic transformation of Robin 

Hood is one of the most remarkable threads in his long and varied history. 



Conclusion 

A cornparison of rnedieval and nineteenth-century approaches to deception and 

impersonation in the Robin Hood tradition supports the conclusion that a major 

transformation of these themes took place over time. In medieval ballads. Robin freely 

hoodwinks the representatives of a corrupt hierarchical society. His tricks and those of his 

supporters, who have becorne capable tricksten by association with him, comment 

ironically and subvenively on the politid, economic, and reiigious organization of 

medieval England, positing a life of fkeedom, humor, imagination, daring, and crime with 

impunity that is available only to the outlaws, who have abandoneci society. Wearing 

disguises or employing other forms of artifice is not merely calculateci to help them avoid 

danger or obtain wealth. Thus, of l W y ~ & & ,  "Robin Hood and the Mo& " 

"Robin Hood and the Potter," and "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne," dong with the 

play fragment W o d  , show Robin and his fnends using deception 

and impersonation to revenge themselves on authority figures who e ~ c h  themselves at 

the expense of the oppressed. At the same time, they do not hesitate to assist someone 

wch as Sir Richard of the Lea who has fden on hard times like themselves. The 

discontented yeomen constituting the primary audience for these tales would have derived 

vicarious pleasure fiom listening to the fulfillment of their anti-authoritarian revenge 

fantasies. 

In the medieval penod, Robin's fantasy appeal is enhanced by his unwiilingness to 

submit to any authorities except those at the summit of the temporal and spiritual 

hierarchies. He respects the King of England, even though he may not obey the monarch's 

orders to the fuilest extent; he wiil gladly pay fervent homage to God and the Vugin Mary. 

But otherwise, he moves freely across social categories, making Light of the restrictions 

that these normally pose. He and his tnends oflen don gaments which are inappropriate 

for their social rank in order to make a point. Robin frequently causes disniptions in the 
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intermediate levels of the social hierarchy represented by nich figures as the SherifTof 

Nottingham or compt churchmen. Robin is conscious of the power that names hold in a 

folklo~c sense; in cases such as "Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne," he c m  use 

impersonation as a means of suaahhg personal honor. Altematively, he can assert his 

d y  pride by going undisguiseci, ready to lave his fate in the hands of heaven, which, he 

believes, will ultimately decide the fate of d people. 

A distinction between the two categories of good deceivers and bad deceivers also 

becomes evident in the medieval texts. The good deceivers-fieedom-loving subversive 

individuals such as Robin and his men-see their tncks succeed on a regular basis. In 

contrast, bad deceivers, who are not only m m p t  but also unimaginative, prove unable to 

use deception and impersonation effectively, as their trickery not only fails but usually 

cornes back to haunt them. Bad deceivers are construed as desenhg victims of the 

retributive justice that Robin and his fiiends rnete out. Hence, deception and 

impersonation represent much more in these medievai texts than simple practical jokes or 

dramatic devices. They are tools of subversion which promote dissent fiom the 

mainstream conventions of medieval English society. 

But between 1500 and 1800, tales of Robin Hood begin to move away fiom 

subversion as a cornerstone of Robin's talent for deception and impersonation. Fooling 

enemies of the outlaw band becornes nothing more than standard fâre in both ballads and 

plays, even though baliads in particular mirror the f o m  of their medieval predecessors. It 

no longer represents commentary on contemporary social concerns, nor does it contain an 

implicit invitation to the audience to act subversively. Ballads such as "Robin Hood and 

Men a Dale," "Robin Hood and the Bishop," "Robin Hood's Golden Prize," "Robin 

Hood's Delight," and "Robin Hood and Maid Marian" do not cail into question the 

aut hority of hierarchicai structures, except when attacking a target like Catholicism, which 

was ofien derided in England in the wake of the Refornuition. Similady, plays such as 

a d  ande D o w -  F- present deception and 



impersonation as harmless tools which may be expedient at times, but are really 

insignificant in cornparison to the stabilizing power of a solid conservative monarchy, 

which is the true solution. The genesis of motifs that would becorne standard in the 

nineteenth century is also apparent: Robin's aristocratic background, his love for Marian, 

and so on. Throughout. Robin retains his sense of humor, but his trickery no longer 

creates subversive humor. He is much more willing to bow to authonty. Compareci to the 

medieval texts, the Robin of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries is 

stagnant in both creative and poïitcai terms. He is yesterday's tnckster. In part, this 

reshaping of his character cm be amibed to new mass iiteracy, which was fed by a 

publishing industry that favored Robin Hood broadside bailads and Garlands that would 

reach a wider audience by avoiding controversy. Likewise, urban theatres were now the 

main growth area for plays and those theatres were under the scmtiny of centralized 

power, which would not hesitate to censor the stage if seditious matenal was presented. 

So diiring this period, Robin Hood's trickery steadiiy loses the subversive thmst it had 

before 1500. 

In the nineteenth century, the tainhg of Robin is completed. Deception and 

impersonation in such books as w, h & d & h h ,  --Rohin 

w, and The F m  are usuaily featured for comic or burlesque effect. Othenvise. 

they serve as dramatic devices to heighten tension between lovers in the form of 

masquerade love-play, or to magn@ the historicdy inaccurate concept of an ongoing 

medieval smiggle between Normans and Saxons. Deception and irnpersonation are no 

longer subversive, for Robin is transformeci into a nationalistic supporter of the status quo. 

He is a fun-loving gentleman in fancy dress whose keenest desire is to see the King assert 

his royal sovereignty. Even when his background is not aristocratic, that desire does not 

waver. Robin's losing the vigorous, innovative spirit of trickery that helped make him so 

dynamic in the Middle Ages often results in his r n a r a u t i o n  as a character in novels 

and plays after 1800. Nonetheless, the quality of writing about Robin Hood in this period 
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is supenor to the recycleci ballads that dorninated the market between 1500 and 1800. But 

Robin's new lease on life comes at the expense of his being tùlly coopted by the 

established powers. The gap between the medieval Robin Hood and his nineteenth- 

century counterpart is immense. ûriguially, Robin was a radical trickster who stood 

outside society and commentecl subversively on it, pointing out its failings. Now he is 

depicted as a romantic. conservative, loyalist hero who plays tricks for entertainment. 

On the d a c e ,  deception and impersonation appear to be consistent themes in the 

Literary tradition of Robin Hood. Constant, yes; but not consistent. Knight observes that 

the one consistent point about tales of Robin Hood throughout the centuries is that 

"motifs keep king reinvented" (26 1 ). Such is the case with deception and impersonation. 

That is clearly illustrateci in Robin's transformation fiom the anti-authontarian, 

subversively deceptive yeoman to the romantic, conservative dispossessed nobleman who 

occasionally amuses himseif by playing tricks. The transformation emp hasizes the power 

of social change to dictate the way we view this most resilient of legendary English 

heroes. Most modem readers find the nineteenth-century portrait of Robin the moa 

farniliar and also the most appealing. They have no desire for Robin to change or  grow. 

In the twentieth century, most cinematic versions of the legend and new retellings for 

children have tended to reinforce the conservative image. 

At thes ,  it can be difficult to relate the man in the Lincoln green suit and his 

longbow to today's changing realities. But it would be presumptuous to think that Robin 

Hood has ceased for all time to develop as a rnaster of trickery. The spirit of resistance, 

the original spirit of deception and irnpersonatioq has not been utterly effaced fkom his 

storyline. Robin may still have a few tricks lefi in his quiver. 
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The position 1 have adopted on the controversial yeoman question can be 

nimmarized in the following manner: it is my opinion that the medieval Robin Hood 

bailads appealed primarily, though not necessarily exclusively, to f i e ,  landholding yeomen 

fmers .  rather than appealing pnmanly to the yeomen of the households of the nobility. 

which is where I.C. Holt posits the genesis of the tradition. References to a "yeoman 

audience" in my thesis tend to convey the notion of a distinct social group existing in 

medieval society with a particular consciousness and set of grievances. This notion may 

be construed by some historians as having overtones of Marxist analysis with its class- 

driven model. Other cornmentators have argued that tales of Robin Hood had a 

substantially broader audience in the medieval period. and that Robin's acts of deception, 

irnpersonation, robbery, and violence directed against figures in authority are not to be 

viewed as sociaily subversive. For instance, Holt makes these claims about Robin: "He 

changes neither law nor society. He simply procures justice within them by guile and 

violence" (1 98). In such an interpretation, Robin's deeds are intended to take vengeance 

upon or perhaps reform particular compt individuals. rather than opposing hierarchical 

authority on the whole. The yeoman question has not yet been resolved to universal 

satisfaction, and will undoubtedly remain a source of controversy for some time. 
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